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You wait what seems like all day for a bus then three of them turn up at once. We all
know the feeling! Exasperation, followed by joy that you are finally going to get where
you want to go. But which one to choose?

It seems a little like that with international shipping weeks. 
For so many years the attention of the global shipping industry has focused on exhibitions as

the driver of good industry networking with receptions or conferences adding a valuable
additional impetus. With quality networking always being the barometer for what is a successful
or a not so successful event, driving an audience into a City for a major maritime event has
always been a challenge. In hard economic times how do you encourage like-minded
stakeholders to leave their offices, travel half way around the world and then spend a few days
hoping to do businesses with people they don’t even know will turn up.

The individual event-driven models of Singapore Maritime Week and London International
Shipping Week work well as they focus attention on the strength of the clusters – individual in
what they offer but often successful in their own right because they also work with each other. No
man is an island and neither are any of the shipping clusters. But they do pack a powerful punch in
showcasing what an area has to offer and opening up that market for global scrutiny.

So it is hardly surprising that Europe’s ship owners and shipping industry leaders have joined
forces to launch the inaugural European Shipping Week (ESW) to be held in Brussels in the
early part of 2015. 

And quite rightly so, because European and global shipping have so much to offer as a
professional industry. Quite apart from the numbers that are employed within the sector,
shipping is crucial to everything Europe does. And the hope is that by the European and
global shipping industry coming to Brussels to display its wares and prowess, that the new
European legislators will understand just a little bit more about why rule making for what is
an international industry, has to remain in the hands of the international community, namely
the IMO.

Happy reading

Sean Moloney
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Ship owners and shipping industry
leaders have joined forces with global
event organiser Shipping Innovation to

launch the inaugural European Shipping
Week (ESW) to be held in Brussels in the
early part of 2015. 

The week-long series of high level events
will centre on a major conference and Gala
Dinner celebrating the 50th anniversary of the
European Community Shipowners’
Associations (ECSA). It will bring together the
major players in the shipping industry with the
primary aim of promoting the strengths and
the importance of European and global
shipping to legislators in Brussels such as the
European Commission, European Parliament
and the Council of Ministers.

The European Commission, through DG
MOVE, has endorsed European Shipping
Week and formal patronage is already being
sought from it as well as the European
Parliament and the Council of Ministers.

The initiative, which was the brainchild of
the European Community Shipowners’
Associations (ECSA), will be run by a
Steering Group made up of Europe’s main
shipping organisations as well as the
European Commission and Shipping
Innovation. The shipping organisations
involved on the Steering Group include:
ECSA; Cruise Lines International
Association (CLIA) Europe; European
Community Association of Ship Brokers and
Agents (ECASBA); Interferry; the European
Dredging Association; the World Shipping
Council, as well as the European Tugowners’
Association. Other European shipping
associations may also be invited to support
the initiative and hold relevant events during
the week.

Welcoming the announcement of
European Shipping Week, Patrick Verhoeven,
Secretary General of the European
Community Shipowners’ Associations

(ECSA), said: “Hosting European Shipping
Week gives the European and global shipping
industry the ideal opportunity to demonstrate
to the new European Parliament and the new
European Commission why shipping in
Europe is so important, particularly
highlighting the industry’s potential to
generate greater growth and jobs. 

“For ECSA, an important aim of
European Shipping Week will be to sell the
merits of a quality shipping industry to those
in Brussels whose job it is to legislate and
make rules.”

ESW is organised by Shipping
Innovation – a joint venture between
Elaborate Communications and Petrospot
and the driving force behind the highly
successful London International Shipping
Week (LISW). More details about the week-
long line-up of events will be released in due
course. An official website will be launched in
the next few weeks. �

European Shipping Week
announced
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Alfonso Castillero (pictured), former Director-General of
the Panama Registry, has joined the Liberian Registry as
Vice-President. 

Mr Castillero, who worked for 16 years in the Panamanian
maritime sector, rising through the ranks to become head of the
registry and Director-General of the merchant marine, said: “I am
very excited to be joining the Liberian Registry, although of course I
will miss my colleagues from Panama, from whom I part on
extremely good terms. 

“Over the years I have gained a thorough understanding of the
strengths and weaknesses of the industry and its regulations, and

indeed of all maritime registries. I would like to acknowledge the
professionalism and independence of my leadership staff and of the
many key individuals from the consular services and elsewhere,
because without them nothing would have been possible.

“Shipping is a highly competitive – and, on occasions,
political - industry. I am leaving what is currently the world’s
largest ship registry to join the world’s second largest registry. But
it is not necessarily about size. It is about quality. Ship registries
have a vital role to play in the safe and efficient conduct of world
seaborne trade, and change and renewal is part of the process of
continuing improvement. 

“Competition is fierce, and I am looking forward to using my
experience to help develop still further the expertise and service
offering of the Liberian Registry. Liberia’s unprecedented growth
and envied reputation for safety, innovation and seafarer welfare
continues to be attested to by respected independent arbiters
throughout the world.”

Scott Bergeron, CEO of the Liberian International Ship &
Corporate Registry (LISCR), the US-based manager of the Liberian
Registry, said: “We welcome the appointment of Alfonso Castillero.
It is not every day that the opportunity arises to appoint somebody
of his experience and quality.  His long involvement at the highest
level of international ship registry affairs will be invaluable and will
strengthen the cadre of seasoned industry professionals who help to
make Liberia the flag of choice for continually increasing numbers
of the world’s leading ship owners and operators.” �

Panama’s Castillero
joins Liberian

Registry

mailto:office@thome.com.sg
http://www.thome.com.sg
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Thome Ship Managemement has joined an initiative which
helps companies and their suppliers to manage their
social, economic and environmental impacts.

IMPA ACT, which was launched last year by the International
Marine Purchasing Association and is dedicated to the global
shipping sector, provides ship owners and managers with a
complete management system for responsible supply chain
management using a programme of tools.

Responsible for the technical management of more than 200
vessels including bulkers, tankers and offshore, Singapore-based
Thome Ship Management says it has a reputation for encouraging
cultural diversity and inclusion, as well as best practice in its field.

Ryan Dalgado, Procurement and Supply Chain Manager of
Thome Ship Management, said: “Thome is deeply committed to a
responsible business approach, which includes zero accidents and zero
pollution alongside sustainable business growth. The IMPA ACT
programme fits perfectly within our vision and mission.”

The intiative is based on the UN Guiding Principles (UNGPs) for
business and human rights and the 10 universal principles of the UN
Global Compact. �

Thome signs up to responsible
supply chain scheme

Aformer partner at
PricewaterhouseCoopers has
been installed as joint CEO of

the Copenhagen-heaquartered Thorco
Shipping.

Kent Hedegaard, who joined on 1st July,
had worked for many years at PwC and had
been leading auditor for Thorco since the
shipping company was founded in 2003.

He and Thomas Mikkelsen will head
the future development of Thorco in their
capacity as joint CEOs, with Mr Mikkelsen

focusing on the shipping side of the
business and Mr Hedegaard focusing on
the administrative and financial part of the
company.

Thorco has offices across the globe
including Dubai, Hong Kong, Rio de
Janeiro, Houston and London and at the
start of this year established an office in
Shanghai.

The company is engaged in ship
owning, commercial ship management, time
charter operation and ship brokering. �

New joint
CEO for
Thorco

Shipping

Pictured are, left, Stephen Alexander, COO and Secretary General of IMPA
with Ryan Dalgado, Procurement and Supply Chain Manager, Thome Ship
Management.
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The exploitation of loopholes to
cut pay in the European shipping
industry has taken a new turn as,

according to shipping union RMT, another
major company has threatened to flag-out
its fleet in order to cut pay – arguing that
meeting nationally controlled rates of pay
is no longer “economically feasible”.

NSB, which manages more ships under
the German flag than any other
shipmanagement firm and currently
employs around 500 German and
European seafarers, has threatened to flag-
out from 2015 saying that the continued
employment of German and European
seafarers is “no longer economically feasible
and the company would endanger its
position if it continued to operate vessels
under German flag,” according to a press
release from the company.

Mick Cash, Acting General Secretary
of RMT, said: “It is indicative of the state of

the industry that yet another European
operator is looking to flag out on the basis that
they don’t want to pay European rates and are
going for the cheapskate option. The EU and
national governments have talked tough but
done nothing to close the loopholes that
allow this dodging of minimum wage rates in
the shipping industry.

“RMT has continued to fight the super-
exploitation on the ships of shame, targeting
operators like Channel Islands ferry outfit
Condor, and that fight will continue. The
news that NSB is threatening to join the ranks
of the flagged-out, wage-dodging companies
reinforces the point that this is an issue that
will not go away and that the race to the
bottom continues.”

Mr Cash added: “The case of NSB
illustrates the cut throat nature of an industry
where seafarers are coldly classified as ‘the
human element’ and are treated as an
inconvenient cost that must be reduced.

Aside from the clear moral and legal
tension of such an approach to workers, it
also completely ignores the social and
economic importance of a national
maritime skills base to all countries,
especially those with trading ports.”

“The upside down nature of ship
owners’ priorities are plain to see from the
fact that the largest shipping registry in the
EU is Malta, a flag of convenience.
European Governments need to assert
themselves over an out of control industry
that profits from effectively enslaving
seafarers in order to maximise profits.

“Reforming the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea to
prevent ship owners from exploiting
seafarers through social dumping would be
the most effective step governments,
especially the UK could take to wrest back
control of vital international trading routes
from an amoral, super rich elite.” �

NSB threatens to ‘flag out’
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Top Ships Chief Executive
Evangelos Pistiolis firmly believes
in the notion of timing. Knowing
when to exit a market and
knowing when to re-emerge with
a clean slate and fresh ideas ready
to make money



When it comes to investing hard-
earned and hard-raised cash
after such a long period of

shipping market largesse followed by a
further six years of severe downturn, it is
important you know the market conditions
you are facing. “I believe in the saying that the
longer the party, the longer the hangover. So
if it was such a long party how can you
expect the downturn to last just six to 12
months? It is impossible, so I was surprised
to see so many people invest so soon.”

It was such a long party which was why he
has been adamant in holding back from re-
entering the market after he spectacularly sold
18 of his ships only days before the Lehman
Brothers crash in 2008.

“It has been a fairly quiet five years as far as
investment is concerned and a fairly active
latest 18 months as far as investment is
concerned,” Mr Pistiolis said in an exclusive
interview with SMI in his stunning London
penthouse. “My last big moves were at the
beginning to middle of 2008 in selling 18 or so
old ships to Fredriksen and many others. I got

rid of most of my big ships. It was the best
time in the market. I delivered the vessels on
10th September, 10 days before Lehman
Brothers. It was excellent timing and
whatever vessels I kept at that time I
chartered out for between seven and 10
years. That move put me in a good position
when the crisis started. We had no cash flow
issues, didn’t need to raise any money, and
didn’t need to dilute any shares. So that was
very good for me.”

And his intuition didn’t stop there
because in his own words he was convinced
in 2009 to 2011 that it was still too early to
invest in new tonnage (the hangover was far
from over, he said). “We shouldn’t forget that
time goes very quickly and we are already in
the sixth and seventh year of the crisis. So at
the end of  ‘12 and beginning of  ‘13 I felt that
as far as historical deals were concerned,
newbuilding prices were at their lowest levels
so I started ordering in December 2012. This
was the best time because we were at the
bottom of the curve and we did some very
good product tankers deals with Hyundai.”

Mr Pistiolis is looking enthusiastically at
expanding the company’s stable of medium-
range (MR) product tankers and while
acknowledging that a 25-vessel strong fleet
could be an ultimate goal, being a boutique
operator of at least 10 ships certainly has its
benefits.

“My target is to get as quickly as I can into
10 plus ships because that is a size where you
can be more efficient in deriving economies of
scale. But in being too large, you can also get
diseconomies of scale as well. Life is a matter of
balance and bigger is not always better.
Learning from my experiences, let’s get above
10 so we can have a good efficient
management and then let’s hope we can grow
to 25 or 30 ships. I am more focused on
keeping my strategy rather than size: operating
high end eco ships rather than anything else.”

With a $250m shelf registration filed
this summer, Mr Pistiolis is looking for
opportunities that will fit in with the
company’s new policy of focusing purely on
medium-range-one (MR1) and MR2 ‘
eco’ tankers.

First Person

http://www.marineresponsealliance.com
http://www.titansalvage.com


At the moment, Top has just one ship in
the water, the 50,000dwt EShips Taweelah,
delivered in June, with a further five due for
delivery from the first quarter of 2015 up to the
third quarter of 2016. All the vessels have
employment in place. EShips has taken three
50,000-dwt units on a firm two-years basis at
$16,000 per day, with one optional year at
$17,250. BP has fixed two 39,000-dwt units
for a firm three years plus a one-year option
starting out at $15,200 per day with a
possibility of rising to $16,750 per day. The
latest fixture of the final 50,000-dwt vessel was
concluded with Norden at $16,800 per day, a
rate Mr Pistiolis claims is the highest achieved
for an MR tanker in recent years.

“We have added $3m worth of options
on the product tankers compared to
$500,000 industry average. We have gone
there with a plan to create a boutique tanker
company which reflects ships from a very
good shipyard, ultra high spec, very good
counterparties and commercial partners.
We have BP onboard and EShips and
Norden so we are only looking at triple

AAA names with very good charter hire so
you can also make good money. If you look
at the tankers they look like cruise ships,
very high spec. Things that are single are
double and things that are double are triple.
So having said that, my plan is to continue
to only focus on eco products tankers.”

Mr Pistiolis is passionate about the eco
option. “It was 2011 when I gave an interview
about this and I said eco was the future.
When Hyundai and Samsung put their
signature under these new consumption
levels you can make damn sure they will
achieve them. So times went by and Scorpio
took on the first eco ships and consumption
levels were exactly as described but people
are still out there talking about eco
modification. How exactly are you going to
modify the hull of a non-hydrodynamic ship
into a hydrodynamic ship? If someone can
explain that to me then I am with you.”

According to the Top boss, yes the engine
of an eco ship is electronic but the savings are
just a tonne or two. The main savings come
from the redesign of the hull. We are looking at

the hydrodynamic design of the hull and while
hulls before were like blocks pushing the water,
now they are like yachts. 

“Then, they say they will eco modify
existing ships by putting in a Mewis Duct. Well
savings from a Mewis Duct is from zero to
maybe one tonne of fuel. But I have a 10 tonne
difference on my MRs from  the six ships I
sold to Molaris – 31 tonnes-32 t compared to
23 t/24 t. That is what it is. You can’t bad
mouth the other designs because you don’t
have them. It is a proven thing, done and it is
out there, I am only focusing on these ships
and that is what we are telling our investors.

“The world fleet is young, I don’t disagree
with that, but the same thing happened before
with the double hulled ships: things move on
and the same thing is happening in cars, it is
called technology. Should we stop progress
because we have a very young fleet? I don’t get
it. This is progress of the human race. No one
will stop progress in the world,” he asserted. �

First Person

For the full interview go to our website:
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How I work
SMI talks to industry leaders and asks the question
How do you keep up with the rigours of the shipping industry?

To buy or not to buy? That is the
question facing ship owners in an
over-saturated market – an on-

going situation which BIMCO President
John Denholm sees as “quite a worrying
time for the industry”.

Mr Denholm has expressed concern
that owners seem intent on ordering more

vessels, despite there being a 20% excess of
vessels already on the market. “There’s no
doubt that by ordering new ships when you
have surplus, you’re making a bad position
worse, or making a situation that could
come right in the future take longer to settle.
The problem is it isn’t a perfect market, it is
a market full of individuals making choices

for their own decisions for their own
circumstances and a lot of owners feel that
for their own circumstances, it’s right to
order a new ship.”

Although some in industry choose to
tone down the problem of an excess of
vessels, Mr Denholm praised the attitude of
owners who attended this year’s Posidonia,
where he experienced a “remarkably
honest” approach and saw owners refusing
to downplay the situation. “The biggest
issue facing industry is the market and that
will always be the case. There’s not a huge

JOHN DENHOLM
President, BIMCO

Ship Management International Issue 50 July/August 2014

“A lot of owners feel
that for their own

circumstances, it’s right
to order a new ship”
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amount BIMCO can do about that – we can
warn people that a surplus of ships is making
the situation worse, but we can’t tell people
that in their circumstances it’s the wrong thing
to do, we have to leave people to make up
their own minds.” 

When it comes to vessel purchases, Mr
Denholm said he believes industry pressures
are leading owners to opt for new vessels: “I
think one of the pressures which swings
people away from second hand ships to new
ships is the ‘eco’ part – does eco stand for
economic or ecological? Someone looking
at buying a second hand ship will realise it’s
going to burn more fuel and will need to be
fitted with a ballast water treatment system
and I think that’s one of the swing factors
towards newer ships. It’s the way of the world
that people have to make their own
decisions but they have to live with the
consequences too.”

Having pursued a strong environmental
remit, Mr Denholm has emphasised the
problem with regulations for which required
technologies are yet to be invented, but what
can be done to help put ship owners’ points of
view across? “We believe we are making a
difference but once you’ve got an active
legislation which you’re dealing with, this is
not the easiest path to tread. There are huge
issues and challenges behind well-intentioned
but ill-advised regulations, such as ballast
water management (BWM), which rely on
future technologies. 

“Similarly, the sulphur emissions
regulations are coming into place before
scrubber technology is at a phase where it
can actually deal with this. We are going to
see a big switch to marine diesel – we need
to ask ourselves, what will that do to the cost
of transportation and the availability of
marine diesel in the market generally?

Having chosen a distinctly
environmental remit for his term as

President, Mr Denholm has chosen to
highlight regulatory concerns and says he
gave careful consideration to his agenda, in
order to reflect what he believes to be the
‘big issues’. 

“I believe ballast water management
(BWM) and sulphur regulations will
impact on the industry significantly over the
next two years. I still think that when it
comes to regulations such as BWM and
sulphur, we can debate these with the IMO,
the US government and European
authorities and there is a case to be made for
changing the approach.”

During the last Connecticut Maritime
Association (CMA) conference, there were
calls for direct entry organisations such as
INTERTANKO and BIMCO to come
together as one super organisation but there
has been some opposition to that in
industry. Sharing his views on this issue, Mr
Denholm said: “BIMCO initiated the
discussion to bring these organisations
together because we thought there was a
duplication of effort and together we will be
stronger. I’m not privy to the discussions in
the boardroom of those organisations but
they decided they want to stay independent.
That’s their choice and we have to live by it. 

“We work very closely with them and
with the International Chamber of Shipping
(ICS) as well – our feeling on the matter is
there is strength in coming together and
there could be a stronger voice and less
duplication of effort. But now we are more
interested in working closely with these
organisations, not forcing them to do things
they don’t want to do. There is no pressure
to make them change their minds.”

When asked about seafarer training and
attracting young talent to industry, Mr
Denholm said this is an area where shipping
has definitely “cleaned up its act”. “We are
not a careless industry, the standards for

operating ships have risen enormously
and the effort going into training is huge. I
think the problems are that image is
always determined by the weakest
members of industry – it’s the one or two
poorly run ships which hit the deadlines
while thousands of well-run ships and
thousands of tonne miles have been done
without incident, with a perfect
environmental performance but this is
never recognised. When there’s a failure it
becomes very public.”

So, what can shipping do to better
educate regional regulators and politicians
and make them understand that the
majority of ships are run safely? “I was at a
ship manager’s training centre in India
earlier this year – the training is
interactive, it’s live and high quality. We
must also show that we have a good story
to tell – it isn’t a tick box exercise, it’s to
ensure you get confident people. This is
why simulator courses are good because
people are having to take decisions, many
of which are extreme and perhaps are
unlikely to happen on a real ship, such as
when other ships are coming at you left,
right and centre. I think that is real
training. The quality of the young people
coming into industry is top. 

“We have a good story to tell so we
must tell it. We need to be more
persuasive about it and we must stop
saying we need to improve our image –
our performance is good but it’s about
getting that performance into the market
place, showing that shipping is the most
responsible carrier of goods in the world.”

With BIMCO membership remaining
steady for the last three years and
currently around 2,300 members in total,
the Association is still looking to grow
this. BIMCO can boast it has around two-
thirds of the world’s tonnage in its
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membership and is looking at how it can
better retain and recruit members. 

“We are a ship owner member
organisation and our strategy is to look after
our members. Whatever is in their interests
and whatever we can do to help, we will
always do this. Ten years ago, we wouldn’t
have thought we would be majoring on
piracy but it’s the number one issue. There
is a danger that people think the problem of
piracy has been solved – it has not been
solved, it has been contained and it will only
continue to be contained if it still has the
military presence. This means having an
effective government. The west Africa
piracy problem is different because a blind
eye has been turned to what’s going on.”

BIMCO is also aiming to produce a
member survey, which will be quite
extensive and person-to-person rather than
involving the sending out of forms to be
filled in. “This is a major project which will
set a base line for us,” Mr Denholm said.
“We want to make sure our website is
focused on our members’ needs but mostly

trying to establish what is really driving
value for the members – if you find there’s
something which isn’t driving value then we
need to focus our resources on changing
this or possibly even stopping doing this.
This is our unique selling point – we do an
awful lot of things and it’s so important to us
that we are producing documents that are
balanced but which are hitting an area of
industry where there’s a real need. We are
here to help standardise things.” 

On a personal note, with another year
of his presidency left to go, what  positives
does Mr Denholm himself take from the
shipping industry? “When I came into
our company (Scottish shipping firm J&J
Denholm) as a young chartered
accountant, everyone said shipping was
different and I said “it’s just like any other
business” but I have completely revised
that point of view – shipping is the most
exciting industry in the world. You need to
be thinking about world events and big
geopolitical issues and that makes it an
exciting and fascinating industry. 

“I have read back the minutes and
documents from when my father became
President of BIMCO and when my great-
grandfather became President of BIMCO
and every time you go back in history there
has been so much going on – whether it be
the conversion from steam coal to diesel or
ballast water treatment or sulphur fuel – it’s
all about challenges and how the industry
takes these on as we move forward in time. 

“It’s a particularly interesting time now
as for over 20 years we have had no major
changes in the technological design of ships
but we are now seeing some quite
significant changes. This makes things
particularly interesting and challenging.”

With such a busy professional life, how
does Mr Denholm spend his free time?
“There’s nothing I like better in the summer
than to be on my boat and if it isn’t summer, I
enjoy a weekend at home with the family, in
the garden, doing something mundane like
chopping logs or putting up a fence. I don’t
play golf  but I’m a big outdoors person, I love
skiing, sailing and being in the garden.” �
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Oman Shipping Company (OSC)
purchased its first vessel, Sohar
LNG, in 2002 through a Joint

Venture with Mitsui OSK Lines, prior to its
incorporation in 2003. The company has
grown dramatically since with a portfolio
which currently stands at 42 vessels – proving
OSC has fulfilled its purpose in adding value
to the economy of Oman. 

Commenting on his company’s approach
of buying vessels for a range of purposes and
sectors, Tarik Al Junaidi, CEO, said: “Our
mission is basically to support the economy of
Oman through imports and exports of cargo.
We have diversified because we want to grow.”

A government-owned company, 80% of
which is represented by the Ministry of
Finance and 20% by the Oman Oil
Company, OSC currently has a diverse
portfolio of ships as Captain David Stockley,
Chief Operating Officer, explained: “We
have six LNG vessels (including one
newbuild ordered), 16 VLCCS, four MR2
tankers, two LR2 tankers, one VLGC, four
product tankers, two multi-purpose heavy
lift product vessels, four VLOCs, two
supramax vessels and more. We also have a
chartered-in container vessel and various
other chartered tonnage.” 

The Government has also made efforts
to establish subsidiaries of OSC from which
the Oman Ship Management Company
and Oman Container Lines have
developed. “Without the shipmanagement
side, you cannot keep your hands on your
vessels as you want to Mr Al Junaidi said.
“The Government also decided to enhance
the shipmanagement side by bringing more
expertise to the company and this has
helped us to establish a new system so we
can grow and build our shipmanagement
system through their know-how.”

Captain Stockley agreed: “We have 26
technically managed vessels in-house but
we also get support from third party
management (Dubai headquartered
International Tanker Management (ITM)),
which provides technical assistance and
support on the crewing side too.”

Commenting on the challenges of
bringing vessels in-house, he added: “When
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I first came here, for the first four months we
didn’t bring any ships in, we brought people
and structure in but it was nothing new
because I’ve done this before at other
companies. I don’t think any of our ships
lost any time and I’m quite proud about the
transition. It took a lot of planning and a lot
of assistance from ITM because we kept the
crews with the ships. It’s about structure
first, then bringing in the ships.”

Most of the company’s crew are sourced
from ITM and are ring-fenced especially.
OSC is building up a partnership to start its
own crewing side but its CEO said this will
rely on a process of BOT – Build, Operate
and Transfer. “We started a programme in
2005 when we provide scholarships. Every
year we would take about 20 students but
for the last three years, we have had 30
students because there has been great
demand, not just from local people but
from individuals from other regions – we
have had people from Scotland and
Australia take on scholarships!”

The scheme guarantees sea time for
every student who passes out from the
International Maritime College (IMCO) in
Oman, which means a further 100 cadets a
year are benefiting from OSC’s
commitment to training. 

“We give jobs to those cadets in receipt
of a scholarship from OSC who
successfully complete their training. The
company has around 70 Omani officers at
the moment who have come through the
programme but we hope to increase this
soon by an additional 40 officers. OSC
also has given positions to its first Omani
LNG Chief Officer and its first Omani
Fleet Manager, marking an important time
for the company. 

“As a government-owned company, we
have to show how we can support Oman
and even if these young cadets decide not to

work for us after their training, it is still in
the national interest that we train them up.
The government has really made progress
in maritime, having started our company
and IMCO and then building the dry dock
– it is a situation where we can all support
each other.”

Mr Al Junaidi added that he accepts
Oman is a thriving maritime centre and so,
there is the potential to lose staff because
young people may be tempted by other
maritime sectors such as ports, tugs, class
etcetera – all of which are pleased to take
advantage of the training offered by OSC by
effectively poaching their newly trained
seafarers but ultimately, this is seen as a
positive by Mr Al Junaidi and his team,
because this talent is staying in the country
and benefiting the economy as a whole,
thus fulfilling the main aims of the OSC.

On the OSC’s plans to develop its
capabilities in third party shipmanagement,
Mr Al Junaidi explained: “We are not
aggressively looking but if a blue chip
company who works to very high standards
can bring added value, we will consider it. It
is not our core business to do third party
management but if the opportunity comes,
we may act on this.”

When asked what the OSC offers
which makes it unique, the response from
Mr Al Junaidi and his team was resolute –
that OSC offers what a ship owner offers
and this is a real positive. “Every owner has a
choice, he runs the ships himself or he goes

to shipmanagement,” Capt Stockley said.
“The downside of shipmanagement is that
the fate of your ships relies on the lowest
common denominator of the ship
manager. This can be a problem but a ship
owner has conscious decisions to make –
he can run ships well or he can run them
badly, he can cut every corner or he can run
things well.” “If you’re picking a blue chip
ship owner and you say you want them to
run your ships to the same standard which
they run their own (and you know that to
be a good standard), then you will not have
to worry about the lowest common
denominator. That’s the difference.”

When asked what building up the OSC
has brought to Oman, Mr Al Junaidi said: “It
is adding more value. When we started,
Korean and Japanese companies were
bringing their own vessels to Oman and
exporting LNG so in a sense, it gives more
control to Oman and we can control our
fleet. We have also brought nautical expertise
to the country. The country is growing big in
terms of infrastructure, with the port being
upgraded. A railway is also being built which
will connect Oman to the rest of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) so, as you can
imagine, having all these shipping and
logistics elements in place will all add value.
The idea is to diversify the economy, to move
away from just the oil sector. The
Government is investing a lot in the maritime
sector. The location allows us to be a logistic
hub for the region.”

But how does this young CEO believe
the shipping markets will pan out over the
next two years? “I think the markets will
improve but LNG is a different story.
LNG always goes in a different direction
but generally the next few years will be
good. Unfortunately, there are so many
orders that as owners we are going to kill
it for ourselves.” �

“The idea is to diversify
the economy, to move
away from just the oil

sector”
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Regional Focus: Dubai

From its strategic location between
Europe and the Far East, the UAE is
a choice location for multinational

companies from all over the world, looking
for an opportunity to monopolise on the
lucrative shipping market of the Middle
East, sub-Continental and African markets.

There has been a good deal of private
equity interest in the region notably centred
on the offshore market which has been seen
as a safe haven for investors’ money being
centred on reputable companies with strong
balance sheets.

According to local law firm Fichte
Legal: “Multibillion dollar investments in
cargo infrastructure has further positioned
the UAE as a port for Africa, the
subcontinent and the Middle East. The
return to global wealth has brought about
many positive signs of economic growth.
Regional consumer spending has risen, and
continues to rise”

“The import and re-export ratio of the
UAE makes it the third most important re-
export centre in the world closely following
Hong Kong and Singapore. Dubai ports are
already a principle gateway for re-exportation
and redistribution. Furthermore, Dubai
dominates the shipping industry within the
UAE with over 6.1% of import activity taking
place within its coastal boundaries and over
103 ship berths.”

Activity rich areas within Dubai include
Rashid Port and Jebel Ali, the largest port in
the country and the largest man-made port
in the world respectively. Dubai Maritime
City is the world’s largest of its kind,

spanning 2.5million sqm of artificial
peninsula  inviting large scale involvement
from many international companies.

According to Simon Cartwright,
partner in law firm Holman Fenwick
Willan’s Dubai office, one of the things the
Dubai government has done successfully is
to support trade and logistics through Jebel
Ali port but also Emirates Airlines. With the
economic downturn, by 2009/10 it was still
possible to see the ability to invest by
countries in the region in infrastructure, he
says. The attraction of Dubai for many
international and regional companies is as a
hub to service countries like Saudi Arabia,
the UAE, Qatar and Kuwait.

One initiative Mr Cartwright points to
is the development of the Dubai Multi
Commodity Centre which is much broader
than just commodities:“What they have
done very successfully is to encourage
companies with a connection to trade –
ship operators, brokers, charterers, traders –
to set up in the DMCC”.

There is, in consequence, an interesting
cluster which is “probably the biggest unity
in the Middle East”. Brokers like Clarksons
are based there and shipping companies like
Gulf Navigation on the offshore side.
Clarksons DMCC is the biggest broking
company in the Middle East concentrating
on dry cargo and tankers charters, both
deep sea and for specialist products,
operating throughout the Middle East.

Another interesting development in
Dubai has been the renewal of Dubai
Maritime City next to Port Rachid and the

encouragement and development of yards
that have moved there, and there are moves
to encourage a maritime cluster round it.
Dubai Drydocks is already located there
and other yards like Granweld, part of the
Stanford Marine Group, are producing
offshore support vessels.

Over the years, Granweld has
experienced a rapid growth. In 2011 it
invested approximately AED 100 million to
expand its manufacturing and production
area to double its annual capacity.

Spread over 55,000sqm, Grandweld’s
new facility offers a modern shipbuilding
infrastructure; a covered and insulated
shipbuilding yard with overhead cranes,
CNC shop and piping shop, and 5,000sqm
storage area.  Completed in 2012, it has
increased production capacity by 60%
which is mainly dedicated for larger vessels.

Meanwhile Dubai Maritime City
Authority recently launched a new
initiative with the National Transport
Authority   aimed at enhancing existing
services provided to ship owners in Dubai.

According to Amer Ali, Executive
Director of Dubai Maritime City
Authority: “We are highly committed to
promoting cooperation with our strategic
partners from government and
stakeholders of the Dubai maritime sector.
Together, we can achieve our shared
aspirations of boosting Dubai’s
competitiveness at the regional and
international levels and positioning Dubai
among the world’s leading developed
maritime centres.”
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“We intend to meet all the needs of
owners of commercial vessels who are playing
a vital role in the growth of Dubai’s economic
landscape. We will also work closely to launch
joint initiatives that embody the ambitious
vision of enhancing the investment
environment in order to attract maritime
leaders from all over the world and uplift
Dubai’s status as a world-class maritime hub.”

Another trend Mr Cartwright highlights
is the “slow build of the insurance market” not
just from the point of view of marine business
but non marine as well.  Some of the Lloyd’s
syndicates are seeking to establish a presence
in Dubai.

Insurers are looking to set up at the
Dubai International Financial Centre. The

DIFC is essentially a financial free zone in
the heart of Dubai, which has set up its own
court system based on common law, with
elected judges from England, Singapore and
Australia. The idea was to encourage parties
that if they set up in the DIFC there was a
forum with which they were familiar and in
which they would be comfortable settling
disputes. The DIFC will continue to
encourage those set up there to resolve
disputes locally, but also encourage those
outside the DIFC to choose DIFC courts as
a forum to resolve disputes. There is also an
arbitration centre as part of the DIFC .

Law  firms with local clients will
encourage them to use the DIFC facilities,
and local companies are comfortable with
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the process. The challenge will be to get
more international companies to use it.

Mr Cartwright’s practice is
predominantly LMAA and international
arbitration as well as high court litigation.
In Dubai HFW has a strong shipping and
commodities practice and partners
specialising in regulatory set up, which for
companies coming into the market is very
important, plus a strong casualty practice.
One area of interest is the development of
the transactional shipping side.

One of the firm’s partners, Ian Chung,
has been developing this, working with
sectors like the offshore market, and
companies like Stanford Marine which it
has assisted with a mixed international and
Islamic finance facility for the company
worth $200m. The offshore sector has been
something of a saviour during the financial
downturn both in terms of investment but
there is an appetite for growth with the likes
of Stanford and Topaz Marine, but also
smaller companies which have often broken
off from companies like Saudi Aramco and
set up their own businesses.

There is a growing sophistication of
investment by banks and financiers in the
shipping market -  there has been a gap in
the local market that local banks are
interested in exploiting, Mr Cartwright says.
Another interesting area for HFW is the
development of a regional litigation
practice, so if companies are resolving
disputes in local courts, whether in the
UAE, Qatar or Kuwait, HFW can handle
the litigation. All the team speak Arabic, and
draft the pleadings in that language, as
opposed to drafting proceedings in English
and getting them translated.  Clients include
Abu Dhabi Port Company.

What does not work, he says, is
someone taking a blueprint from another
jurisdiction and applying it locally.

The interesting market segment for him
in the last 12 to 18 months has been the
product and chemical tankers market, with
companies like United Arab Chemical
Carriers investing. Another issue is
sanctions on Iran. Iran was a very big trading
partner for Dubai and the sanctions issue
has hit a lot of companies particularly on the
oil and gas side and those who are exporting
from Iran. There is a huge appetite in Dubai
to reengage with Iran and Iranian trade.

Ince & Co partner Rania Tadros says: “I
feel positive about the shipping market in
the UAE and the outlook is good; in
particular on the offshore side. We have
been heavily involved reviewing large scale
construction contracts with deliveries
taking place from next year for specific
projects. We have also been involved in the
negotiation for the provision of marine
services and long term charter parties for
use in/trading to the region. It is also
notable to note that an increasing number
of clients are now choosing the UAE as a
dispute resolution forum.”

Clyde & Co meanwhile offers a full
service covering all that an operator or
charterer would want says partner Irvine
Marr. The office does shipping and trading
based London arbitration work from Dubai
as well as work in Dubai and DIFC courts.

He says the reason they practice in all
three areas was because when he arrived in
Dubai five years ago there was a gap in the
market and clients were always referring
work to London. Now, locally based GCC
clients, not just in Dubai, can use a law firm
which has the same working day, the same
working week. In the region, he says, there
are a lot more face to face meetings. “Clients
like to see their lawyers, and like to see them
in their offices.”

A lot of companies have been moving
into Dubai including MUR, a blue chip ship

owning and chartering company, along with
smaller specialist traders who work in the
DMCC but who are sophisticated traders
who might historically be headquartered in
Geneva but had now set up branch offices
in the free zone. Another company to move
into the region is Petronas.

The tax regime in Dubai is efficient,
with zero tax for employees and in terms of
time zones it is centrally placed between the
west and the Far East. There is a good deal
of inward investment from China and Japan.
Other companies based in Dubai include
UASCO, which has 60 ships, ITM Dubai
with 30 ships and Vela International, the
chartering arm of Saudi Aramco, which has
recently merged with Bahri. The transfer of
Vela’s vessel to Bahri is due to be completed
by the end of 2014. Then there are the likes
of Dubai Drydocks, which is doing very
well as well as Lamprell, the rig
manufacturer.  The trading companies are
housed offshore in the DMCC.

While Jason French, Chief Executive of
Saudi Arabia’s Dammam Shipyard, does all
his work in within the Kingdom, he does
have a number of suppliers based in Dubai.

Lamprell, which provides diversified
engineering and contracting services to the
onshore and offshore oil and gas and
renewable energy industries,  recently  sold
one of its service businesses, International
Inspection Services , a UAE-based provider
of non-destructive testing and associated
services,  to Intertek Testing Services
Holdings  for $66.2 million.

James Moffat, Chief Executive
Officer, Lamprell, said that over the last 18
months, Lamprell has refocused on its
core activities on new build rigs and
construction as well as rig refurbishments
so as a result it had been disposing of
certain parts of its service businesses as
part of the strategy.
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DP World, meanwhile, showed a strong
performance for the first half of the year,
with gross container volumes growing by
9.3% on a like for like basis. The UAE
terminal performed well in the first half,
handling 7.4m teu, or 14.1% growth.
Commenting on the figures, Chairman
Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem said the
company was very pleased with first half
performance. “As anticipated, we have seen a
return to healthy volume growth in 2014
due to the addition of new capacity and a
pick-up in global trade”.

He added that “our flagship Jebel Ali
port continues to achieve new records with
3.8m teu handled in the second quarter. We
will shortly open an additional two million
teu capacity at Terminal 3 with a further
two million coming on line later in the year.
This will take total Jebel Ali capacity to 19m
teu, ensuring that we are well placed to
handle future capacity demands in Dubai”.

Fichte Legal considers that in
comparison to the UAE, economies such as
the US, UK, and Japan are considered by

some to be old and dull, lacking
advancement and growth. “This is expected
to drive the global recovery even further in
the Middle East during the rest of  2014 and
into the following year. Jebel Ali Free Zone
Authority located in Dubai, more
commonly known as JAFZA, is planned to
have a handling capacity of over 2.1 million
TEU by 2020. By 2005 alone, over 5.8
million TEU capacity was added. The Port
of Fujairah is currently the world’s number
three bunkering centre, rapidly advancing
on Singapore and Rotterdam’s signature
spots. The global economic rebound has
boosted Middle East growth prospects in
the shipping and maritime industry
continually over the past year.”

Another company to show strong
growth Gulftainer which expanded its
operations by 50% last year – a record for
the largest terminal operator in the Middle
East in terms of terminals operated.

Drydocks World has announced it will
sign an agreement with  Kleindienst group
to provide a complete range of offshore

marine and operational management
solutions for Kleindienst’s The Heart of
Europe cluster of six islands off the coast
being developed as a tourist resort.

The company also recently signed a
MOA with engine manufacturer Wartsila to
build the world’s first LNG powered
harbour tug. Wartsila has been a presence in
the UAE for a number of years and has
offices in the Dubai Maritime City.

The Dubai Council for Marine &
Maritime Industries (DCMMI), the
industry body representing the interests of
companies in the maritime sector, recently
launched a new website for its 8,500-strong
membership, many of whom are SMEs.

China is expected to become the
largest market for chemical exports  from
the Middle East, which are expected to
grow by more than 8% year on year in 2016.
This will result in an increase of more than
6% growth above last year in chemical
export figures.

While, the Middle East continues to be
a dominant presence in petrochemical
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production, the region has now been given
an opportunity to hinge on strategies that
leverage growth in technological expertise,
to expand their global presence, and seize
commercial advantages, allowing producers
in the Middle East to grow and expand, and
the Middle East to continue building on its
leading position in the commodity trade,
production market, and expand into various
other intermediates and higher-value
products, Fichte comments.

Therefore, increasing demand and
production of LNG  by the Middle East
will automatically increase traffic to this
area, bringing more money and
opportunities. Therefore, dry bulker
market utilisation is set to improve from
this year  following an increase in demand,
along with current changes in the tanker
market favouring product tankers due to
forecasted increases in tone-mile demand
for all types of products which could
create opportunities for those involved in,
or wanting to become more involved in,
these various markets.

The environment is a key challenge
and Dubai Maritime City Authority views
SOx, NOx and particulate matter as greater
threats because of their impacts on the
population and environment. All vessels in
Dubai ports are only permitted to use
MGO fuel with a sulphur content of
0.015%. The impact of ballast water is
another key environmental concern, along
with whale injuries from propellers and
impacts hulls. DMCA has been working
with the industry to develop various
strategies that could reduce the risk to
humans and impact on the environment of
the UAE and support the sustainability of
the maritime industry overall.

With over $350 billion in investments
required to meet regional power demand at
the moment, refining and related facilities in
the GCC are estimated to exceed $80bn of
cumulative investment through 2020,
natural gas consumption is expected to
increase at 1.9% a year says Fichte Legal.

“This increasing demand and
production of LNG by the Middle East will

automatically increase traffic to this area.
Therefore following an increase in demand,
dry bulker market utilisation is set to
improve  from this year too. Current
changes in the tanker market are also
predicted, favouring product tankers. As
mentioned, this is due to forecasted
increases in tonne-mile demand for all types
of products.”

Furthermore, with increasing demand,
comes more growth for the cargo sector.
Spending is on the rise along with fuel
prices and therefore the need for cheaper
supply. The cargo market is bustling with
demand rocketing for commercial goods
and building materials alike. 

As Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem, noted
“Dubai’s maritime sector is expected to
witness a substantial increase in commodities
traffic given the extensive features available in
the emirate in terms of integrated
infrastructure and operations and well-
established regulations that ensure industry
readiness under the highest international
levels and standards of service quality.” �
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Business Viewpoint: P&I & Law
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The American P&I Club has added to its library of e-
learning modules released in co-operation with IDESS IT
in the Philippines. 

The new module covers compliance with The Code of Practice
for the Safe Loading and Unloading of Bulk Carriers (BLU Code).
The aim is to familiarise members and their crews with the code’s
requirements for bulk carriers, terminal operators and other parties
involved in the safe handling of solid bulk cargoes.

The module is the second in a series of bulk carrier safety
training e-learning modules released by the club. The first, released

in January this year, was a module on compliance with the
International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC) Code. The
remaining modules in this series, which will be released later this
year and next, will address the International Code for the Safe
Carriage of Grain in Bulk, the Code of Safe Practice for Ships
Carrying Timber Deck Cargoes (TDC) Code, and regulations
and experience-based best practices concerning the inspection
and maintenance of bulk carriers.

The club has also issued updates to its “plug and play” hard
drive system. �

Standard Club wins
‘LOU’ ruling

American Club
extends e-learning
assistance to ship
operators and crews

Meanwhile, a notable victory has
been won by the Standard
Club, which has obtained a

London appeal court ruling that a limitation
fund can be established through a letter of
undertaking (LOU) rather than payment
into court.

The ruling means that a P&I club letter
or guarantee is now an acceptable
alternative to a cash deposit. As a result of
the ruling, under English law a club
guarantee is an acceptable alternative to
payment into court to establish a limitation

fund under the 1976 International
Convention on Limitation of Liability for
Maritime Claims.

Three appeal court judges unanimously
overturned a London admiralty court ruling
by Justice Simon that a club guarantee was
not acceptable security for establishing a
limitation fund for claims arising from the
loss of the Turkish-controlled, 27,209dwt
bulker Atlantik Confidence (built 2006).

The Atlantik Confidence suffered an
engine-room fire and explosion off Oman in
March last year. The crew abandoned the

ship, which later sank, sparking a series of
claims from cargo interests led by the
Turkish Enka construction group and
charterer Cosmotrade.

The club says the ruling set an
important precedent by which owners and
their clubs may choose to establish a
limitation fund through an LOU or cash.

The Standard was supported by the
International Group, which submitted a
letter to the court highlighting the practical
and financial benefits of a club guarantee
being an acceptable alternative to cash. �
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Market Sector: IT Management Software

Growing pressure on ship owners
to raise or optimise vessel
performance against a backcloth

of high fuel costs, intensified competition,
and ever-tougher environmental controls,
has given added importance and incentive
to the development and uptake of onboard
decision support systems. 

While such software can only ever be a
tool to assist professional mariners, rather
than a substitute for seamanship skills and
experience, there is no doubt that
pragmatic, accurate and reliable software
solutions are increasingly relevant to today’s

operating conditions and technically
complex vessels. Predisposition towards,
and expectations as to, information
technology in its manifold forms is also a
factor germane to younger and future
generations of seafarer. 

As an acknowledgement of the solid
practical benefits to ship performance and
safety that can be achieved with innovative
software solutions, and of the market
potential for vessel optimisation systems,
classification society ClassNK acquired
Finnish software house NAPA earlier this
year. NAPA is a leader in the field, and the

two organisations have worked together for
nearly 10 years. The takeover lays the
ground for a quickened pace of expansion
and technological advance.

“Today, reducing fuel costs and
attracting charterers are the predominant
concerns for ship owners and operators,”
observed NAPA Group President Juha
Heikinheimo. “Through this acquisition,
the development of clean-tech solutions for
optimising fuel costs, planning and
monitoring will be accelerated. In addition,
continuously improving software solutions
to enhance the safety of both merchant and
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passenger vessels, both at the design phase
and during operation, will remain a core
focus for NAPA,” he stated. 

The product of cooperation pre-dating
the absorption of the Finnish enterprise into
the Japanese society, the ClassNK-NAPA
GREEN suite of systems has achieved what
have been described as “landmark” results
in full-scale voyage trials. Analysis from the
software application on a K Line container
ship in the 8,000TEU category attributed
the system, including speed, trim and
voyage optimisation functions, with
generating fuel savings of 3.9%. 

Despite encountering heavy weather on
multiple occasions over the course of the
voyage, speed profile and voyage
optimisation reduced the fuel consumption
by 2.7%, while achieving optimum trim
under the specific load conditions gained a
further 1.2% in savings. Moreover, from
studies conducted aboard the vessel during
two Indian Ocean crossings, the indications
were that trim optimisation alone offered
the possibility to cut fuel usage by up to 4%. 

The cumulative effect of seemingly
small percentage gains won by such systems
are very substantial across the entire fleet of
a major operator. “Although software
solutions to optimise fuel consumption are
nothing new, the differentiating factor for
ClassNK-NAPA GREEN is the software’s
dynamic performance model,” said NAPA
Executive Vice President Esa Henttinen.
This continuously tunes the actual vessel
performance model to give accurate,
transparent and true operating statistics as
the basis for improving voyage
optimisation, trim optimisation and
performance reporting. Payback on
investment is claimed to be realisable within
months. In addition to the ongoing
operational benefits, the system provides
feedback that can be used in ship design
projects. 

Finnish shortsea specialist Bore has
installed the system, and reported proven
fuel savings in the range of 4-6% on the two
initial recipient vessels. A particularly
significant aspect of these applications was
that they entailed the company’s latest ships,

the 2011-built ro-ro freight vessels Bore Sea
and Bore Song. 

NAPA and ABB have entered into a
pact whereby the NAPA Loading
Computer and NAPA Logbook software
products will be offered under ABB’s Vessel
Information and Control (VICO) portfolio,
as part of a complete advisory solution
devised to raise ship efficiency. 

The Loading Computer system, already
installed aboard more than 1,400 ships,
undertakes a wide range of calculations
related to hydrostatics, intact stability and
vessel longitudinal strength. The NAPA
Logbook offers traditional logbook
functionality in electronic format. Its
combination of common data storage,
automation interfaces, reminders,
guidelines and checklists prevents misuse
and offers far-reaching, additional reporting
capability. Customers benefit via a reduced
workload for shipboard personnel and
minimised potential for human error. 

Spanish ferry operator Balearia recently
contracted ABB to fit energy management
decision support software to one of its
largest and most modern vessels, the
24,760gt Martin i Soler, with an option to
extend the project to a further two ships. 

The package specified for the 2008-
built ro-pax ferry is part of the EMMA
Advisory Suite of software. Balearia’s
installation will cover dynamic trim
optimisation and hull condition
monitoring. The software will assist
personnel to optimise required propulsive
power and forecast hull and propeller

fouling, both contributing to reduced fuel
consumption. 

ABB’s trim optimisation system
dynamically measures trim and advises the
crew on steering adjustments via user-
friendly displays. All data generated
onboard is transferred to a cloud-based
application for vessel benchmarking, which
can provide management ashore with full
visibility of energy consumption. “Balearia
and ABB are expecting over 2% savings in
propulsion power used at sea through the
installation of the trim optimisation system
and hull monitoring, which will have the
same impact in the fuel consumption and
consequently reduced emissions,” said
Guillermo Alomar, Balearia’s Fleet Manager. 

The EMMA Advisory Suite forms 
the key advisory element of ABB’s Vessel
and Information Control (VICO) set 
of systems. 

Trim is one of the central drivers of
energy efficiency in ship operation, and
keeping a ship on an even trim is a
fundamental element of seamanship.
“There is no universal optimum trim for a
vessel--ideal values depend not only on the
hull shape and onboard cargo, but also
various operating parameters,” asserts DNV
GL. For several years now, many ship
owners and operators have been using the
society’s ECO Assistant software tool to
calculate the optimum dynamic trim for the
specific operating conditions. The system
uses a comprehensive database of ship-
specific resistance and power demand data
for all feasible operating circumstances.
Once the vessel‘s speed and displacement
are entered, ECO Assistant immediately
computes the optimal trim and indicates
the expected savings.

The new version 4.0 of ECO Assistant
takes trim optimisation one step further.
New features include the fuel calculator for
benchmarking and tracking of the fuel
performance, the reporting tool for
monitoring trim performance, and the e-
learning module to accelerate familiarity
with the system. 

German tanker specialist Chemikalien
Seetransport has implemented DNV GL’s
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ShipManager QHSE software throughout
all 40 vessels in its fleet. The operator‘s
Project Manager Frank Eggert explained the
rationale behind the move: “We wanted to
further develop our quality and safety
system, and also to ease the work for crew.” 

The ShipManager QHSE system
supports documentation, incident
reporting, audits, inspections, certification
work and safety tasks. It is designed to help
reduce the administrative burden arising
from shipping industry regulations such as
ISM/ISPS, SOLAS, TMSA, classification
rules, vetting inspections and Port State
Control (PSC). The package supplied to
Chemikalien also included the
ShipManager Analyzer software, for
efficient reporting of safety KPIs (key
performance indicators) and statistics. 

In a further large-scale reference
obtained by DNV GL on the German
market this year, shipowning and ship
management company Harren & Partner
nominated ShipManager Analyzer and
ShipManager QHSE for its entire fleet of 52
vessels, ranging in size from 4,000dwt to
76,000dwt. ShipManager Analyzer extracts
data from operational systems for tailor-
made decision support, helping to monitor
KPIs, compare costs and performance of
sister vessels, check the budget status of a
fleet, and look at cost developments or
maintenance over time. 

UK-based engine services company
Royston has found growing market
receptivity to its enginei ‘real time’ fuel
consumption monitoring and management
solution. The software provides valuable
insight both to the ship’s master and the
onshore operational staff through accurate
logging and visual representation of fuel
consumption and voyage data. 

“It is widely acknowledged that one of
the most effective ways of implementing
fuel savings and operational efficiencies is to
give the master a ‘visual’ of the amount of
fuel burned across main engines, auxiliary
and other fuel oil consumers such as
boilers,” states Royston. With this in mind,
enginei offers a graphic touch screen display
on the bridge, giving the master an

informed overview of fuel usage from which
he can take a decision to alter speed or
RPM or another parameter in order to burn
less fuel when circumstances allow. 

“The second step towards effective fuel
management is to give the
technical/operational shore staff access to
this data from their office or PC so they are
aware of the vessel’s operation without
having to be on the ship or without having
to work with extensive raw data on spread
sheets and ship’s logs.” Enginei thereby
records consumption data and sends the
information to shore where it can be
accessed through a simple web ‘dashboard’
with computer-generated graphs and
Google mapping to show an operational
profile of the vessel. 

Among the companies to make an early
commitment to the system was a North
European coastal and shortsea tanker
operator and manager. An initial two vessels
were fitted with the enginei fuel
optimisation system, and achieved fuel
savings of 3.7% sailing in laden condition
and 4.2% in ballast. Based on the results, and
the prospect of a rapid return on
investment, the shipping company rolled
out enginei across the whole fleet of 12
tankers. 

At the beginning of 2014, Maersk Line
awarded a contract for a minimum of 110
container vessels to be equipped with a
route optimisation tool, known as SPOS
Seakeeping. The systems are being supplied
by Dutch weather routing software
specialist Meteo Consult and ABB
subsidiary Amarcon, which provides
monitoring, forecasting and vessel motion
prediction software. 

The Seakeeping plug-in element of
Meteo Consult’s SPOS weather routing
software will enable the user to define vessel
loading conditions and motion threshold
values based on the input from Amarcon’s
OCTOPUS-Onboard system. 

On the SPOS Seakeeping chart, areas
can be displayed where motions are
expected to exceed the threshold values. In
the route optimisation application, the
motions are also calculated and the

prescribed optimised route will
automatically avoid areas where it is
anticipated that maximum motions will be
exceeded. The Seakeeping plug-in takes due
account not only of wind, currents and
swell, but also the effect that these changing
conditions have on overall seakeeping
behaviour. 

The NS5 Enterprise suite from ABS
Nautical Systems, the software division of
classification society ABS, has been
augmented with new solutions to support
the industry’s energy management and
environmental reporting goals. The
comprehensive Energy & Environmental
Manager module enables voyage-related
events, including fuel and lube oil
consumption, fuel switching, cargo
information and ballasting operations, to be
tracked and recorded. The module was
installed for testing purposes on four vessels
of the AET Tankers fleet. 

A programme that identifies trim and
draught optimisation measures, as a way of
contributing to vessel fuel efficiency, has
been developed to run in parallel with the
Energy & Environmental Manager module.
The Trim Optimization tool is offered in
partnership with Herbert-ABS Software
Solutions. Current loading conditions are
used as a starting point to calculate the ideal
trim for minimum hull resistance. The
software utilises generic algorithms that
employ real-time data to assist bridge
personnel in finding the best trim for any
combination of draught and speed. �
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Pope Francis has affirmed seafarers’ charity Apostleship of
the Sea’s (AoS’) ministry with peoples of the sea in his
address in the Vatican, as churches around the world

celebrated Sea Sunday.
In his address on 13th July in St Peter’s Square, Pope Francis

said: “Today we celebrate Sea Sunday. I turn my thoughts to
seafarers, fishermen and their families. I urge Christian
communities, particularly the coastal ones, to be attentive and
sensitive towards them.”

The Pontiff added: “I call on the chaplains and volunteers of the
Apostleship of the Sea to continue with their commitment to the
pastoral care of these brothers and sisters. I entrust all, especially
those who are in trouble and away from home, to the maternal
protection of Mary, Star of the Sea.”

Many churches in Great Britain and around the world marked
Sea Sunday this year by remembering seafarers and praying for
them, their families and those who support them. Proceeds from the
Sea Sunday collection at Mass will ensure the work of AoS with
seafarers and fishermen can continue.

In January, Pope Francis paid tribute to the work of AoS when
he addressed the Regional Coordinators of AoS who met in Rome.

At his General Audience in the Vatican the Pontiff called on
those who work for the wellbeing of seafarers and their families to
“be the voice of those workers who live far from their loved ones and
face dangerous and difficult situations.”

For more about the Sea Sunday celebrations around the UK
and further afield, including photos, go to
www.apostleshipofthesea.org.uk/sea-sunday �
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ISWAN (the International Seafarers'
Welfare Assistance Network), together
with the International Transport

Workers’ Federation, International Maritime
Health Association and Seamen’s Hospital
Society is carrying out a small pilot study
which aims to gain a better understanding of
women seafarers' health needs.

It is hoped the responses will give
some insight into how women seafarers

feel about the health care and
information available to them onboard
and in port.

ISWAN is calling on all women who
work at sea to fill in the short, confidential
online survey about women’s health needs
onboard and in port.

For more information visit the
website at: www.seafarerswelfare.org/what-
we-do/projects �
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Anew breathalyser has been launched
by international ship supplier
Hutton’s to help ensure crew are able

to operate safely within the law.
The launch is particularly timely

given that the Manila Amendments to
the Standards of Training, Certification
and Watchkeeping (STCW) are due to
come into force this year and will further
reduce the blood-alcohol limits for
seafarers at work.

The lightweight machine is extremely
accurate and able to record alcohol levels
to three decimal places of 0.1mg/litre
blood at an accuracy level of +/- 0.01%.

John MacDonald, General Manager
of Hutton’s Medical, said: “This machine

is very effective and only the very
complex and expensive machines
used in police stations can produce
a more accurate result. This model
is particularly appropriate for use at
sea because it does not require
regular recalibration. Instead, the
user just needs to replace the
sensor once a year or after 
300 tests.”

The Alcosan AL7000
breathalyser starter kit contains the
breathalyser, protective case and
carry pouch, spare calibrated sensor
providing 24 months’ life, 50
professional disposable
mouthpieces and two batteries. �
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SeafarerHelp, the free, 24-hour multi-lingual helpline for
seafarers operated by the International Seafarers' Welfare
Assistance Network (ISWAN) had a successful 2013, having

helped to solve problems involving over 6,400 seafarers and their
families. 

ISWAN has produced the 2013 Annual Review for
SeafarerHelp, in which it reports a significant increase of 47% in the
number of seafarers assisted compared to the previous year.

The most common problems seafarers faced were unpaid
wages, problems with repatriation, contractual problems, sub-
standard conditions onboard and health issues.

Roger Harris, Executive Director, ISWAN, told SMI how ship
managers and owners can work together with SeafarerHelp to help
build on common aims: “We look to work in partnership with ship
managers and owners. SeafarerHelp provides an independent and
confidential source of welfare information for crews. We can help
owners and ship managers meet their welfare obligations under the
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Maritime Labour Convention and we would urge them to make
their seafarers aware of SeafarerHelp.”

The majority of the contacts that SeafarerHelp receives are
referred on to specialist organisations for direct assistance, including
the International Transport Workers' Federation (ITF) and welfare

organisations such as Mission to Seafarers, Apostleship of
The Sea, and the Sailors Society. Other agencies which

have assisted include national embassies, harbour
authorities, and medical service providers.

Mr Harris said: "The SeafarerHelp team did a
great job in 2013 working 24 hours every day of

the year assisting seafarers. We wish to thank
our funders and other supporters for helping

us provide this vital lifeline for seafarers all
over the world."

One case involving a Ukranian seafarer,
whose pregnant wife contacted SeafarerHelp

to complain her husband had not been paid for
three months, is a perfect example of how

SeafarerHelp can assist those in need.
It was quickly established that her husband and the rest

of the crew had been abandoned in South Korea by the ship
owner, and the caller's husband agreed for ISWAN to refer his case
to the ITF. The local ITF inspector boarded the ship and arranged
for it to be arrested by the local authorities. 

The ITF also ensured the seafarers were repatriated to their
respective countries but the seafarers could not be paid their
outstanding wages until the vessel was sold by auction. In the
meantime, the seafarer was pleased to go home and to see the birth
of his baby. A few months later he and all his colleagues finally
received their outstanding salaries when the vessel was sold.

When asked what plans he has to develop the work of
SeafarerHelp in the near future, Mr Harris said: “With seafarers
gaining more and more access to communications while at sea, we
would like to offer more online services to seafarers, such as
counselling. We are aiming to increase the awareness of

SeafarerHelp so more
seafarers will use our services
in the future, either at sea or in
port.”

The SeafarerHelp service
relies upon charitable funding
for its continued existence. If
you are able to financially
support SeafarerHelp, then
please contact Roger Harris at
iswan@iswan.org.uk or visit
the website
www.seafarerhelp.org for
more information. �
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New legal requirements have
come into force to reduce the
noise onboard ships which

could potentially damage seafarers’ hearing.
The new SOLAS regulations, from 1st

July, set mandatory maximum noise level
limits for machinery spaces, control rooms,
workshops, accommodation and other
spaces on vessels and also require that new
ships be constructed to reduce onboard
noise and to protect personnel from noise.

Though these have been welcomed by
the shipping industry, there is still much
ignorance about the  damage noise and
vibration can have on hearing and maritime

training provider Videotel recently
launched a new training programme to
coincide with the adoption of the new
SOLAS regulations.

Nigel Cleave, CEO of Videotel, said:
“Research shows that noise and vibration
can affect human behaviour and well-being
in different ways. Even moderate noise and
vibration can not only affect comfort but,
with increasing exposure, can lead to a
severe drop in performance in the
workplace.

“Yet, many seafarers are often unaware
of the health implications following
excessive experience of these hazards. Often

the consequences are felt only gradually,
passing unnoticed until the individual
realises they are having difficulty hearing, 
or are suffering impairment of fine motor
skills.”

Noise Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL) 
is permanent and cannot be cured and so
much research has been carried out to
understand the link between loud sounds
and hearing loss.

A recent study at the University of
Leicester, UK, funded by charity Action On
Hearing Loss, led to an important advance
in the understanding of how exposure to
loud sound can lead to hearing loss.
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The research showed that loud noise
can damage the myelin sheath that protects
and insulates auditory nerve fibres, causing
disruption of transmission of auditory
signals along the fibres from the ear to the
brain causing hearing problems. It is
thought that targeting myelin and
promoting its repair after exposure to 
loud sound could be an effective way to
treat NIHL.

Dr Ralph Holme, Head of Biomedical
Research for Action on Hearing Loss, said:
“We know that exposure to loud noise can
lead to hearing loss. Protecting your ears
should always be the first line of defence,
but medical treatments to combat
unavoidable or accidental exposure to
noise are also urgently needed. 

“The research we have been funding
at University of Leicester makes an

important contribution to increasing
our understanding of how noise

damages the hearing system –
knowledge we hope will

ultimately lead to
medical treatments

for this common
type of hearing

loss.

A new report published earlier this
month by think tank International
Longevity Centre-UK (ILC-UK)
revealed the number of people affected
by hearing loss was set to soar.

In the UK alone, 10 million people
are currently affected by hearing loss but
by 2031 this could top 14 million – that
is one in five people.

Baroness Greengross, Chief
Executive of ILC-UK , said: “Since the
1990s there has been a steady rise in the
number of people with hearing loss and
this is only set to get worse – if we look
into the future, there will be more older
people and unfortunately many of them
will be experiencing hearing loss.

“If we consider that while loud rock
music and festivals may have contributed
to hearing loss among the baby boomers,
iPod and other such devices may well
pose an even greater danger to the 
next generation.”

Exposure to excessive noise is the
major avoidable cause of permanent
hearing impairment worldwide and in
many countries, excessive noise is the
biggest compensatable occupational
hazard.

In Japan, numerous studies have
been conducted on noise control and
hearing conservation as NIHL is seen
largely in the manufacturing industry,
particularly shipbuilding, where most

compensation has been paid.
When the degree of hearing loss
reaches the point where a

hearing aid is required, the

seafarer may no longer be able to work
onboard ship, except perhaps in the
galley, and Hand-Arm Vibration
Syndrome and Whole Body Vibration
Syndrome can be extremely painful and
cause long-lasting distress.

Hearing loss is also not the only
problem associated with loud noise –
people can also develop tinnitus, a
distressing condition which causes
ringing, whistling, buzzing or humming
in the ears.

Speaking about Videotel’s new
training course, Noise and Vibration -
The Forgotten Hazards - Nigel Cleave
said: “Noise and vibration controls are
an essential part of good practice in the
onshore workplace and we are delighted
that those at sea will soon be legally
entitled to the same protection.”

Noise and Vibration – The
Forgotten Hazards is available as an
interactive CD-ROM, Videotel on
Demand and a DVD with supporting
workbook. 

It aims to inform viewers about the
dangers and to motivate them to take
precautions against NIHL and other
vibration related health risks.  Using
documentary footage, graphics and
dramatic reconstructions, it shows the
effects of NIHL and vibration
syndromes and sets out the sound levels
seafarers can safely be exposed to, along
with emphasising the importance of
wearing ear protection and following the
correct procedures for working safely
with hand held vibrating equipment. �
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“Last year was a good year for the
club with results showing a
positive return on investment

and a very good contribution from the
underwriting side,” said Lars Rhodin, The
Swedish Club’s Managing Director, during
his address to the Club’s 142nd AGM in
Gothenburg on 12th June. 

“We had a strong operating performance,
returning a surplus of $17m, and we saw
further diversification within marine and
energy with planned growth in all sectors.”

During the year, the Club reinforced its
office in Norway, decided to offer its
Maritime Resource Management (MRM)
programme free of charge to members and
saw its free reserves rise to a historically high
level of $168m.

Lars Rhodin told members attending
the AGM that the results were the

combination of four factors: “First of all we
had a benign claims year; then we saw the
effects of diversification over many
products in different business areas and we
also had a strong marine operating
performance with a very good combined
ratio. The way we transfer risk today means
the Club takes more risk, enabling us to
conserve the upside.”

The Swedish Club’s Managing
Director also underlined the importance of
the Club’s future growth strategy. He said:
“Growth is important and our goal is to
grow a bit more than the market. In P&I we
have grown by 50% over the past four years,
against a growth in the world fleet of 30%.
In H&M we have increased the number of
units we insure from 1,500 to 2,000. Part of
this is regular growth and part is the
addition of more offshore service vessels

which we have entered in through our
regional offices.”

Lars Rhodin also pointed to the strong
contribution that came from the
underwriting side. He added:  “We saw a total
net combined ratio of 93% which was made
up from a net combined ratio in Marine of
67%; a net combined ratio in Energy of 84%;
net combined ratio in P&I of 112% — which
is acceptable under the circumstances — and
a net combined ratio in FD&D of 81%.

“In terms of our underwriting result,
we saw a contribution of $15.8m from
Marine and $1.2m from Energy but we had
a $5.2m deficit from the P&I side with a
surplus of $1.3m from FD&D,” he said.

While claims frequency may have been
up a little, the size of the average claim fell
in P&I. There was a rise in cargo and injury
claims last year, members were told. �

Returning a strong performance

Lars Rhodin, Managing Director, The Swedish Club

»

The Annual General meeting of The Swedish Club is one of those annual events you
just don’t want to miss. Lively debate and socialising with some of the world’s top
ship owners is an occasion to be savoured. This year’s Gothenburg AGM not only
gave the Club’s managers an opportunity to present the results for the last 12
months but also an excellent chance for those present to hear the views of some of
the shipping industry’s biggest hitters. SMI listened in.
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Bangkok–based Precious Shipping’s
relationship with The Swedish
Club dates back to 1993 when

Managing Director Khalid Hashim
discussed entering the company’s ships for
hull and machinery cover.

The relationship has gone from
strength to strength: in 1996 Mr Hashim
joined the board of  The Swedish Club and
was appointed Chairman of the Club’s
finance and audit committee a year later. 
In 2007 he became Deputy Chairman of 
the Club.

Mr Hashim disagrees with the idea
there is no money to be made in shipping.
Precious Shipping started out with $3m of
equity in 1987 to buy ships. A couple of

“dilutions” followed and then a public
offering on the Thai stock market. Today
the company holds 61% which is worth in
market capitalisation terms about $510m –
so it has grown 170 times in 27 years. 

Timing is the key says Mr Hashim.
Shipping is a cyclical market and he believes
that it is predictable, although one may not
always get the timing right. You don’t have
to have a very big fleet to make money, he
advises. Precious Shipping currently has 40
ships with 29 more to be delivered,
although tonnage will be sold to bring the
overall fleet back to about 50 ships. 

The company also values its crew. Mr
Hashim points out that ships sail on three
‘M’s’ – meals, money and mail – so it is all

about ensuring the crew is properly fed,
properly paid at ITF rates and can
communicate with their loved ones. “These
three M’s are things that we are very good
at,” he says. 

Training is an important factor and
Precious recently paid $1m for a simulator.
“Training looks expensive until you try an
accident,” Mr Hashim warns. The company
also uses The Swedish Club Academy’s
Maritime Resource Management
programme. 

Predicting a market upcycle in the final
quarter, Mr Hashim reveals he believes all
forecasts in shipping are generally wrong.
“Forecasting in shipping is very painful, it is
like chewing glass,” he says. �

Timing is key to profit growth

Khalid Hashim, Managing Director, Precious Shipping

»

Although Dagfinn Lunde is perhaps
best known for his banking role at
DVB, from which he retired last

year, he is quick to point out that his
previous role was as Managing Director of
independent tanker owners association
Intertanko and before that in Klaveness
puts him in good stead for his new role as
Chairman of Executive Ship Management.

Mr Lunde took over as Chairman of
Singapore-based Executive Ship
Management (ESM) with the role of raising
its client profile and to help the company
expand. ESM currently runs about 140 ships
but could do much more, he says. Executive
Ship Management is a very specialised
company in the tanker industry with a special
focus on education and training, he explains.  

So what does Mr Lunde consider to
be the key focus regarding training at the
moment?

“Accidents,” he says. “Training for
navigation is a key issue for the company
because there are so many mistakes made.
The last big accident in Singapore was
completely stupid, and even the rules of
the road were not respected. The situation
is really serious.”

Lunde says that the current tonnage
over-supply situation affecting the market
is not a new one.  What shipping should
be doing is being careful to buy at the right
time, working closely with customers and
building an efficient operation. This
“carries you through if you have a low
leverage on your balance sheet”.

ESM has a special philosophy, he says,
with its focus on tankers and training. Crew are
employed by Executive and not by the ship,
meaning they have a job whatever happens.
“This creates loyalty with people coming back
to a ship,” says Mr Lunde. “If you get the same
crew back on the ship, they know what to do
and that’s the best way of running a ship.
Retention is key and ESM has 98% retention.” 

So is the market growing for third party
managers? With the number of new ships
coming in the next two years, demand is
huge. “You hear in many conferences about
the lack of qualified people. Look at LNG,
you can’t find good people today and there
is a huge demand for offshore companies.
That is the biggest deficiency in the
shipping industry – qualified crew.” �

Training ‘for navigation’ is a key issue

Dagfinn Lunde, Chairman, Executive Ship Management

»



Looking forward to the challenges
ahead seems to be the mantra of
the newest Director elected to The

Swedish Club board. Michael Bodouroglu
of Allseas Marine, who also manages the
Paragon Shipping and Box Ships fleets, is an
experienced ship owner and while the
shipping markets toil slowly to emerge from
the deepest financial crisis in living
memory, he remains optimistic about the
future ahead. 

As far as market conditions go, generally
speaking people think the worst is behind
them, says Mr Bodouroglu. “I am very
pleased to be able to contribute to the best
of my ability to the efforts of the board.”

At the moment he has seven vessels
entered with the Swedish Club and he sees
the trend as upward. “We look forward to
increasing the number of ships we have
entered with the club going forward,” he
says. “It’s a very good club which is managed
very well and very diligently and has a
hands on approach with the members.
What has struck me positively is the loyalty
between the club and its members over the
years. I haven’t seen that in any other club.”

So does he find the club very proactive
in what they do? “Absolutely, they have a
very clear culture and very clear thinking
regarding how things should be managed
and what they expect from their members.
They try to assist their members as much as
possible.” He feels that the club is of a size
that allows them to both have the resources
and to be proactive but at the same time be
hands-on with their members. “It’s a
combination that works in my view.”

So how does he see the market
developing over the next year or so? “I’m
quite optimistic as far as the demand side of
the equation is concerned,” he says.
”Although on a micro basis there will always
be news which is of concern to the market. I

think that marine transportation is
fundamental for the world economy, and
that maritime transportation will increase
over the years with a healthy demand in all
sectors.” Whilst the wet market is difficult to
predict he is pretty confident on the dry
side given the emerging economies in Asia.
On the container side the market will be
driven by consumers all round the world.

His major concern is the order book.
He says he was far more optimistic a year
ago with the lack of liquidity on the part of
the banks and the availability of finance for
ship owners which kept the order book
constrained.  The fact that private equity
money has been poured into the market is a
concern as “it remains to be seen whether
demand will be able to outpace the big
order book”.

One concern he points to is on the
costs side of the equation because there is a
floor beyond which operator cannot go
without compromising quality and safety.
This should not be negotiable by any
company, he says, because “if you think
investing in quality and safety is expensive,
try having an accident”. 

“We should never compromise on
quality and safety aspects, and because of
that there is a floor on expenses below
which we cannot really go. Crews have to be
paid competitive salaries and companies
have to be insured with the right people,
while spare parts have to be bought from
reliable sources.”

Those ship owners who owe a lot of
money to the banks will continue to find

the market difficult over the years to come,
he says. The underlying market
fundamentals don’t allow for a great deal of
optimism but at the same time “I don’t we
will see rates as low as they are today. I think
the market will be a bit better, but not
substantially good enough to actually
benefit those who are over-leveraged.”

At the moment he believes the investor
community is quite cautious. Everybody
has been surprised by the level of the
market right now, he says, as they were
expecting it to be at a higher level. However,
on the private side for as long as owners
need to sell assets to be liquid, and for as
long as markets remain at depressed levels 
“I think there will be private money around
to invest in existing assets”.

As far as the eco-ship debate is
concerned he says that perhaps they have
been “over-sold a bit”. There are advantages
with eco vessels but he does not feel that the
difference is so meaningful to make a big
difference going forward.   Ships have to be
considered in the context of when they are
in ballast and not only when they are loaded
or when they are in bad weather conditions,
as there are certain design features for eco-
ships which are not very favourable to them
when operating in certain weather
conditions. �
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Looking to a bright future

Michael Bodouroglou, founder of Allseas Marine,
Chairman and CEO of Paragon Shipping and of Box Ship
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The shipping industry is going
through an interesting period at the
moment, with much concern being

expressed about over-supply of tonnage, and
Danaos Corp President and Chief  Executive
John Coustas predicts slow growth round the
world for the next two years, with few peaks.

“We are going to see a relatively flat
market. With slow steaming it will be possible
to keep demand and supply not greatly out of
check. I think most market players do not
have growth plans but are looking to
consolidate and invest not in new assets but in
improving the efficiency of the assets they
already have,” he believes.

Even the ship’s crew, he says, can make up
to a 5% improvement in consumption in the

way they run the ship. Another issue, he
highlights, is greater control of operations.
Maersk, he says, went back into the black
purely as a result of cost controls, not
because of higher rates or volumes. 

Dr Coustas expects to see more
consolidation among small owners who
don’t have the expertise or the power to
invest in all that is necessary to make the
improvements, including information
technology.

He believes that greater use must be
made of cutting edge technology in order
to drive such improvements. “Word
should go out to the industry to
concentrate on operational efficiency of
existing assets because even if owners

order the best eco-ship, if supply and
demand is not there, the investment will
not be justified,” he says.

To ensure that crews are competent,
training is an important component and it
is also necessary for shipping companies
to understand what operational
efficiencies are all about, Dr Coustas says.
His company  has a research department
which purely deals with the issue of
operational efficiency, and its trade
partners benchmark the company on the
basis that its ships are run more efficiently
than those of competitors. “That is where
we get our competitive advantage. You
cannot substitute technology for
inefficiency at the core of the business.” �

Efficiency is king

John Coustas, Danaos Corp President and Chief Executive

»

Martin Stopford has long been
considered one of the few
analysts prepared to stick his

head above the parapet when making
predictions about the future of the shipping
industry. Newly retired from Clarksons, in
recent years he has been branching out into
other areas.

Commenting on the shipmanagement
segment, he maintains that
shipmanagement companies should be
trying to differentiate themselves from the
opposition. Even the largest, he says, are
trying to market their services as being
cheap, whereas registries like the Marshall
Islands have proved that  with the right
formula you can prove attractive to a
different type of client. ”If a ship manager

is running 3,000 ships, he needs to have 
a proper professional staff to deal with 
the issues. Even big companies struggle
with this.”

Has the shipping industry learned from
its mistakes?  He believes the right question
to ask is not whether shipping has learned
from its mistakes but whether the industry
has the right vision going forward? For
example the vision of shipmanagement today
is a vision that reflects history, he says, and
“doesn’t quite take on board the potential that
shipmanagement could have for the future”.
That vision is more important. “If you don’t
order a ship then someone else will. You can’t
be a shipowner without ships. Ships have to
be ordered at some point and sometimes the
timing isn’t right.”

With his departure from Clarksons, is he
now semi-retired? Dr Stopford says he puts
two to three days a week aside for farming.
Just after the credit crisis he found a unique
but run down Georgian farm in Staffordshire
and grazes organic beef in a joint venture with
a local farmer. The farm brings you back to
basics, he says. “You are creating from the raw
ingredients and when you have worked in the
City, it’s a good balance.”

Dr Stopford will generally spend two
days a week travelling to speaking
engagements and conferences and is also
developing a blended learning business,
building on the franchise of his book
Maritime Economics, “so that when I’m too
old to get on a plane, I can still carry on
pontificating”. �

The right vision for the future 

Dr Martin Stopford, President, Clarkson Research Services

»
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London International Shipping
Week (LISW) will return in 2015,
bringing together key leaders from

the shipping world for a week of unrivalled
industry functions and high level
networking opportunities. 

September 7th to 11th 2015 will be key
dates for your diary, as LISW will welcome a
wide range of shipping professionals –
including ship owners, ship managers,
regulators, charterers, lawyers, brokers,
bankers, insurers, ports, shipping service
providers and ship suppliers – as London
takes pride of place at the heart of the
maritime community.  

A major event of the week will be the
one-day LISW Conference and Gala Dinner,

to be held on Thursday 10th September. The
Conference will be held at the spectacular
Willis Building in the heart of the City of
London, where industry leaders and top
government speakers will focus on London at
the heart of maritime. Later in the evening, the
Gala Dinner (preceded by a Champagne
Reception) will take place at the Grosvenor
House Hotel, one of the most luxurious five-
star hotels in London.

Further details about LISW can be found at
www.londoninternationalshippingweek.com
– but in the meantime, SMI spoke to Key
sponsors of the event to ask why LISW is
important to them. 

Harry Theochari, Global Head of
Transport, Norton Rose Fulbright, said:

“LISW is a truly great initiative, highlighting
both the importance of London to the
maritime industry and the very significant
contribution shipping makes to the UK
economy. Shipping has been at Norton Rose
Fulbright’s core throughout our 220- year
history and we are delighted to support LISW
once again in promoting London as a centre
for the maritime industry.

“Shipping plays a crucial role in the global
economy but is only just beginning to come
out of a period of severe economic turmoil,
and it is vital that London continues to
demonstrate its support for the industry.
While the sector has suffered enormously in
the wake of the global financial crisis, cities
such as Shanghai, Singapore, and New York

leads the way
London

Events: London International Shipping Week 2015
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have made huge strides in further developing
their own maritime centres. Increased
competition can only be a good thing for the
shipping sector, but it does mean that London
has to work even harder to attract shipping to
our own shores.” 

Chris Stone, Chief Operating Officer,
Bibby Ship Management, explained why
LISW is important to his company: “LISW
2013 exceeded everyone’s expectations and
we at Bibby Ship Management were delighted
to be involved right from the start. London
and the UK in general, through its regional
clusters, are strong in shipping and the
maritime sector and LISW gave us an
opportunity to demonstrate the breadth of
expertise that is present here. As an
international third party ship manager we
need to be close to our market and LISW
gave us the exposure we needed to our
existing and potential clients.”

Commenting on what LISW brings to
the wider shipping community, Mr Stone said
it is an ideal opportunity for the global
shipping industry “to meet and network in the
perfect surroundings”. “Shipping is all about
networking and being able to interact with
your clients and interested stakeholders only
adds to that importance,” he said. 

But what does Mr Stone hope to achieve
from LISW? “An event like LISW enables us
to showcase our prowess and show to our
market that we are already walking the walk
when it comes to providing quality third party
shipmanagement.” 

The Port of Gibraltar has also joined
LISW as a sponsor and Bob Sanguinetti,
CEO and Captain of the Port, explained
why: “LISW provides the Gibraltar Port
Authority with an excellent opportunity in
London, to showcase its facilities and the
broad range of maritime services available
to the international shipping community at
its strategic location in the western
Mediterranean.   

“We believe that LISW  acts as a vital
event bringing all parts of the shipping and
maritime industry together, affording key
players from across the shipping
community to expand  business and
investment opportunities.

“The Port of Gibraltar is keen to
promote our best practice principles in
respect of bunkering and provision of
wider marine services.  We will also
reinforce our commitment to the
environment with our participation in the
Green Award scheme, underpinning the
Gibraltar Government’s commitment to a
safe and clean port and waters.”

Capt Sanguinetti added that the Gibraltar
Port Authority considers LISW to be a key
event, which all serious players in the
maritime industry will attend: “We are keen to
share our knowledge and experiences with
others, and consolidate the Port of
Gibraltar’s position as a premier maritime
hub so close to several key shipping routes
in the western Mediterranean.”

Gavin Ritchie, Underwriter, Michael Else
& Company, said: “The Charterers Club now
operates three Global hubs in London, Dubai
and Shanghai that operate together as one
team. We are headquartered in London
because that is where the Management
Company set its roots 40 years ago and
because London plays an essential role as one
of the world’s key maritime hubs. 

“It is very important that London
promotes the clear and unique benefits that
it has to offer the global shipping
community. London is a very well
established and professional market place
that is a user friendly place to operate from.
In that regard we fully support the LISW
forum that promotes the strengths of
London as a maritime hub and allows us to
interact with representatives from the global
shipping community.”

Mr Ritchie added that his firm’s
sponsorship of LISW allows it to promote the
brand both to the wider shipping community

and to industry leading figures that are
attracted to LISW and connected events. 

Paul Herring, Global Head of Shipping,
Ince & Co, said: “LISW 2015 is a key event in
next year’s calendar for Ince & Co, as it
celebrates and promotes London’s crucial role
within the maritime industry, which we have
been part of for over 140 years.

“London is a great host city for the world’s
shipping industry, and we are confident that
all visitors and everyone taking part in LISW
will have an enjoyable and fruitful week.”

Mr Herring added that he believes LISW
is valuable to the wider shipping community
because it promotes London as a hub of what
is a “complex and dynamic industry,” not only
from a legal viewpoint. “Leaders from across
the international shipping industry will
participate and LISW enables the wider
shipping industry to meet and talk about the
hot topics and issues of the day.”

Commenting on the relevance of LISW
to his company, Mr Herring said: “Ince
partners and solicitors took part in more
than 20 events during LISW 2013. By
aligning ourselves with LISW we
demonstrate our unwavering support for
this fascinating industry.” 

Jeremy Penn, Chief Executive of the
Baltic Exchange, said: “As a leading shipping
organisation at the heart of London’s
maritime scene, LISW is a great opportunity
for the Baltic Exchange and its members to
showcase their services to both the wider
shipping community and policy makers.
Bringing together the “end-users” of London’s
maritime services is good for any London
service provider. London does not take its
position for granted and this huge
collaborative effort shows that we really mean
business. It also gives the shipping industry
the chance to show that there’s more to the
City than pure financial services. It highlights
to policy makers the importance of the
maritime services sector to the British
economy and how it relies on a stable tax
regime and level playing field.  

When asked what he hopes to achieve
from LISW, Mr Penn said: “We want to help
ensure that London remains the world’s
leading maritime services centre and a place

Industry leaders and
top government

speakers will focus on
London at the heart of

maritime

Events: London International Shipping Week 2015
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where the world’s shipping community
comes together to co-operate and share ideas
and information.”

Colin Kershaw, Managing Partner,
Brookes Bell, agreed that LISW is important
in highlighting London’s shipping prowess:
“LISW brings together many members of the
UK shipping industry to showcase London
and the UK’s maritime heritage, expertise and
ambitions to the world.” He added that LISW
brings the opportunity to learn about the
“established, diverse and innovative services
that UK has to offer,” in addition to the
opportunity to speak face to face with leaders
in many maritime fields.” 

Andrew Varney, Managing Director,
Port2Port Maritime, said: “I am very pleased
to be supporting London International
Shipping Week in 2015. Following our
involvement in the inaugural event in 2013,
Port2Port Maritime has continued to expand.
Being able to participate in a wide number of
events right across London is a huge privilege
and opportunity to engage with our clients.
The Port2Port Group is a fully ISO
accredited, licensed, industry compliant
global Security Risk Management Company,
specialising in the delivery of maritime
protection services to the international
shipping and offshore industries. 

“LISW 2015 will allow us to engage
with not only ship managers, marine
insurers, charterers and ship owners, but
also the UK Government and various
maritime trade organisations and shipping
associations across a wide range of issues. As

the shipping industry increasingly uses our
services to safeguard product, vessel and
crew, it is important we understand and
appreciate that maritime security is but one
aspect to merchant shipping. I look forward
to supporting this event and representing
the private maritime security sector in what
I am sure will be another huge success for
UK Shipping.”

Maria Pittordis, Business Group Leader,
Marine, Trade and Energy, at Hill Dickinson,
explained the importance of LISW to her
firm: “Although Hill Dickinson has offices in
other major shipping centres, London and the
UK remains the key focus of our maritime

teams. A large proportion of the world’s
marine disputes and financial transactions
continue to be handled in London. 

“LISW provides a unique vehicle for
London and the UK to demonstrate to the
world that it remains a key leader in the
maritime world. There are other
jurisdictions seeking to usurp London’s
position and it is important that the
industry works together through LISW to
show why London is still a major maritime
centre and the number one centre for
provision of shipping services.

“Being a key partner with LISW, Hill
Dickinson will be able to demonstrate to a
wider international audience that it is a
leading provider of maritime legal
services, especially in the fields of
casualties, commodities, cruise operators,
regulation and yachts where Hill
Dickinson are market leaders.”

Captain Nigel Moniz, Divisional
Director, DGS Marine Group, emphasised
that London is the world’s leading centre for
marine insurance and many other
professional services for the shipping sector,
and, as he confirmed, “London International
Shipping Week is an unrivalled showcase for
all that London and the UK can offer the
global shipping industry.”

“The leading lights of the shipping world
will come together for LISW 2015 and, as a
global P&I provider, we want to play our part
in the debate that will take place over the
future of our industry. We are proud to play a
full part in promoting London as a world-
leading maritime hub and to help champion
what London does best, including its world-
class marine insurance services.

“Ours is a global industry and we want to
promote the connectivity between London
and ship owners, operators and service
providers around the world.”

Paul Dean, London Head of Shipping at
Holman Fenwick Willan, said: “Holman
Fenwick Willan is proud to be able to once
again support LISW. With a long history of
working at the heart of the shipping industry
in London, LISW gives us an opportunity to
connect with a broad range of important
organisations across the industry.

“Shipping is, by its very nature, truly global
but London is at its heart and it is right that we
showcase it as a centre of maritime excellence.
While increasingly London is under threat in
this role, there is a tangible commitment from
those who work in and with the London-
based maritime community to meet the
demands of the global shipping industry. We
believe that LISW provides the opportunity
for those throughout the industry to come
together to debate the most important issues
affecting shipping today.

“Along with many others, we will be
looking to demonstrate that London retains
a vitally important role in the global sector
for the provision of the full range of
maritime services.”

Frank Coles, President, Inmarsat
Maritime, said: "Inmarsat Maritime has
nominated 2014 as its year of consultation
and preparation in the run up to LISW 2015
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and the full service launch of our new
communications service, Global Xpress. In
addition to this, Inmarsat Maritime is
continuing to engage with the IMO and
others ahead of critical changes proposed for
the Global Maritime Distress and Safety
System (GMDSS), delivered by Inmarsat
Maritime in compliance with IMO standards
since 1992.”

Mr Coles concluded that Inmarsat
Maritime sees LISW 2015 as a key
opportunity to showcase the potential for
operational efficiency gains and to show its
unrivalled commitment to the modernisation
and development of GMDSS services.

Neil Macnaughton, Chairman, Willis
Global Marine, noted that LISW is
important for his firm because it showcases
all that London has to offer the global
shipping community, particularly in
financial services: “While London has been
the dominant and preferred business centre
for decades, its position is being eroded by
other growing financial centres, such as
Singapore, often supported by local
government-backed initiatives.

“It’s important London reminds people it
is still open for business and that the
authorities here are equally supportive of this.
London has the advantage of proven
expertise which it must continue to highlight,
plus it is generally considered as a very open
and fair environment in which to do business,
backed by a widely regarded legal system.

“London has done much to support the
shipping industry of today. It was the creator
of the banking system and insurance markets
both established to support shipping and
foreign trade of cargoes. It has adapted to the
modern risk environment making London
the key centre for the insurance of complex
risks – this may become its future with
simpler risks being handled more regionally.
The shipping community still has a
preference for London as long as its costs are
competitive, it remains nimble and responsive
– all these areas are under pressure.

“We would expect to benefit from
anything that keeps London at the forefront
in the provision of financial services to the
shipping community, so LISW is a welcome
initiative and one we are glad to support.”

Luis Benito, Global Strategic Marketing
Manager, Business Development and
Innovation at Lloyd’s Register Marine, said:
“London International Shipping is a
significant event for Lloyd’s Register
because, although we are an international
organisation, the UK capital is where we
began life. From our origins in a London
coffee house 254 years ago, we now have
more than 9,000 employees based in 78
countries. Our clients benefit from our
unique view of both the global and local
markets and the technical developments
shaping today’s industry.

“LR understands how crucial and
influential London is to the maritime
industry – the maritime cluster in London
is truly independent and international, just
like us, and we see this event as a celebration
of these and the many other traits that make
our sector so vibrant and varied. At LISW,
we look forward to spending time
connecting with our clients and reinforcing
our relationships with the many
organisations that make up the maritime
community.” �

Events: London International Shipping Week 2015
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Australia’s plan to build a mega-port and double its coal
exports by sea across the vulnerable Great Barrier Reef has
provoked mounting anxiety and increasingly stern

warnings issued by a United Nations authority that it will place the
region on its list of endangered world heritage sites. 

But a closely fought decision of huge concern to the shipping
industry was at last deferred for another year by the powerful World
Heritage Committee of the UN’s Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) at a 10-day conference that just
ended in Doha, Qatar. The outcome of the conflict may well set the
course of world maritime environment management in this coming
era of relentless global warming that endangers the very survival of
all coral reefs everywhere. 

At the heart of the controversy lies a A$16bn (£8.8bn) resource
development plan to exploit the country’s plentiful, cheap, inland
Galilee Basin coal reserves destined to fuel Asia’s manufacture-
driven, energy-deficient markets. This could lead to a further $28bn
investment involving many enterprises in Australia’s thriving coal
mining and export industries and necessarily intensify the progress
of the destructive, global climate change and ocean warming and
acidification processes fed by atmospheric carbon pollution. 

There are also several other big shipping infrastructure
development plans in progress along the Great Barrier Marine Park. 

The coal mega-port project was approved by Greg Hunt, the
Federal Environment Minister, late last year and subsequently
endorsed by the country’s Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority (GBRMPA), an independent government agency
charged with protecting the reef. Their permission entitles North
Queensland Bulk Ports to deepen Abbot Point for two terminals
planned by the Australian-Indian group comprising Adani

Enterprises and GVK-Hancock for the export of 120million tonnes
of coal a year.

Both the Australian government and environment lobby are
playing politics with UNESCO by interpreting its compromise
ruling as a victory for their opposing policies. Andrew Powell, the
Queensland Environment Minister, has described the deferral of the
decision on the endangered status of the reef as a “win for logic and
science” over “rhetoric and scare mongering“. Richard Leck, a
specialist spokesman for World Wildlife Fund (WWF) Australia,
said the UN has now put the government “firmly on notice” to
discharge its duties by protecting the marine environment.

Abbot Point on the Queensland coast, south of Townsville, is
thus set to become the world’s biggest deep-water coal port to
facilitate the lucrative sea-borne export trade. Shipping access to the
port would be provided through a substantial dredging operation
involving the dumping of some 3m cubic metres of sediment on the
seabed adjacent to the reef. 

Marine biologists fear that this would smother or poison the
coral. A coalition of some 240 leading scientists backed by many
organisations concerned with the consequent threat to biodiversity
have appealed to GBRMPA to rescind its approval of the scheme. 

But Russell Reichelt, the GBRMPA Chairman, asserts that the
operation would be carried out under 47 strict and enforceable
environment protection conditions including continuous water
quality monitoring backed by measures to minimise damage to
biodiversity. He emphasided that the projected sediment disposal
area 25km north-east of the port “consists of sand, silt and clay and
does not contain coral reefs or seagrass beds." 

Further, he stated that, since the Abbot Point facility has been in
operation for nearly 30 years, it is better placed than other ports
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along the Great Barrier Reef coastline to undertake expansion as the
capital and maintenance dredging required will be significantly less
than what would be required in other areas."

Greenpeace reef campaigner Louise Matthiesson responds: “This
go-ahead for dumping is one more body blow for the reef, which
further threatens marine life, its World Heritage status and Australia's
tourism and fishing industries.” And Marine biologist Selina Ward at
the University of Queensland describes the decision as very
disappointing, taken just at a time “when we must stop putting
environmental pressure on the reef ”.

Many marine environment activists question why an onshore
dumping option for the disposal of the dredging spoil was not even
considered. And WWF and the Australian Marine Conservation
Foundation argue that the approved dredging and dumping
operation would directly contravene a key UN condition placed on
the prestigious World Heritage status of the reef that no new
infrastructure development is permitted in the area outside the
existing industrial zones.

Additional major development plans within the Abbot Point site
and also at the Port of Gladstone relate to natural gas facilities and
pipelines that would involve considerable further ocean dumping. 

The timing of some infrastructure projects is in doubt, however,
because of financial considerations raised by a current decline in the
world price of coal. The market fluctuation is due in part to rising
official awareness in China of the significant negative public health
effects of massive coal combustion for energy generation. 

Nevertheless, Darren Yeates, Chief Executive of the joint venture
GVK-Hancock, estimates that the coal mining and maritime transport
project alone would create some 20,000 jobs and yield over $40bn in
taxes and royalties. Such revenues would dwarf the estimated annual

$5.7bn income now earned by the Great Barrier Reef as one of the
country’s most lucrative tourist attractions.

The 2,600km reef stretching along the eastern coastline of
Australia is the largest coral structure in the world. A relentless
decline of the environmental conditions of this astoundingly
beautiful area has been a source of mounting global concern. 

Even before the approval of the Abbot Point port expansion
project, UNESCO had repeatedly warned that the area could be
placed on the World Heritage List of Sites in Danger, unless
convincing action is taken by the government, and very soon, to cut
its land-based industrial water pollution levels. The Australian and
the Queensland governments are jointly investing some $180m a
year in environment protection and management in the area. 

The UNESCO committee declared during the June Doha
conference its “concern” and “regret” over Australia’s decision to
approve the Abbot Point ocean dumping operation in the marine
park in the absence of “a comprehensive assessment of alternative
and potentially less impacting development and disposal options”. 

It also noted a “serious decline” in the marine environment of
the reef and warned that “a business-as-usual approach to its
management is not an option”. And it instructed the government to
submit an updated environment condition assessment by 1st
February in order to demonstrate expected improvements.

Despite its ailing environment, The Great Barrier Reef World
Heritage Area is phenomenally rich in marine life. It is the home of a
network of some 400 species of coral as well as dolphins, rays, molluscs,
over 1,500 species of tropical fish, more than 200 species of birds, plus
reptiles including sea turtles and century-old giant clams.

But its future is in doubt. Half its wealth of coral has been lost
during the past three decades. Specialists fear that, in the absence of
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effective remedial action, the surviving coral spread may halve again
in just six years. 

Coral loss is universal due in part to changing environmental
conditions affecting the fragile marine environment. For example, the
Caribbean has lost some 80% of its corals. But specialists hope that the
effects may be reversible.

Apart from the global trend of ocean warming and acidification,
much of the damage done to the Great Barrier Reef is caused by land-
based pollution. But the shipping industry is also largely to blame. 

The projected expansion of shipping traffic crossing the reef will
magnify the already significant, constant threat of anchor damage,
irregular waste disposal, accidental chemical and oil spills, collisions and
groundings as well as the introduction of invasive alien marine life. One
spectacular recent environmental disaster striking the waters of the reef
was the 2010 grounding of the Shen Neng 1 coal carrier sailing from the
port of Gladstone to China.

The ruptured tank of that vessel spilled four tonnes of bunker oil
into the vulnerable ecosystem. A subsequent accident investigation
report also registered a considerable additional contamination caused
by antifouling paint. The pollution led to “extensive and severe physical
damage,” the report noted, and “the destruction of shoal habitats”. 

The Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area includes 12 ports,
among them mega-ports like Abbot Point and Gladstone. Abbot Point
has been identified in Queensland’s port strategy along with four others
as development priority targets intended to take advantage of the
current Australian mining boom, where dredging will continue near the
reef area during a 10-year moratorium that will be enforced elsewhere.

Crikey, the authoritative, independent Australian news service,
quotes an ominous warning by marine biologist Jon Brodie at James
Cook University: “Sediment is mobilised into the water in dredging
and causes quite toxic effects. Turtles in Gladstone Harbour have high
levels of metals, which is a contributing factor to mortality. Seagrass is
disappearing. The dugong population is disappearing. Fish are under
threat. To me, there is obvious danger.”

Shipping and port infrastructure constitute a great threat to the
health of the reef in Australia – but local environmental conditions
vary by region while the coral beds suffer everywhere. The biggest
problems in South-east Asia are posed by inadequate sewage
management and dynamite fishing. The corals around the coasts of
the United States, China and India are affected largely by fertiliser
runoff from agricultural lands accelerating algae growth that in turn
suffocates all other marine life. 

Beyond these factors lies a universal threat called coral bleaching
affecting these vulnerable, temperature-sensitive wonders of the world
everywhere from Florida Keys to the Red Sea. For their essential

renewal, the corals depend on an elaborate, collaborative alliance
between invertebrates and algae, which has been already universally
disrupted by the consequences of our accelerating atmospheric
carbon emissions, writes Iain McCalman in a timely, brilliant new
analysis (The Reef: A Passionate History, Scientific
American/Farrar, Straus & Giroux).

He says the tiny, tentacled coral polyps host algae that possess the
indispensable power of photosynthesis that the coral lacks. The algae
feed the polyps, freeing them to secrete calcium carbonate, thus building
fresh limestone deposits. The polyps in turn provide the algae with
carbon dioxide, completing the symbiosis. To survive, a living reef must
incessantly rebuild in this collaborative manner to counter the corrosive
effects of pummelling waves, predatory fish and boring worms.

But our accelerating Greenhouse emissions now increasingly stress
the animal-algae partnership. The increasing acidification and rising
temperatures of the ocean, which are directly linked to industrial
pollution, prompt the coral host to evict its algae tenants, thus starving
itself of nutrients and terminating the replenishment of the system. The
result is a ghostly underwater mortuary of bleached reefs. The Great
Barrier Reef is still better protected than most, McCalman argues, but
its health is rapidly declining.

But atmospheric particulate pollution can also prevent coral
bleaching. New research published by the American scientific journal
Nature Geoscience shows that sooty particles circulating high in the
atmosphere can reduce oceanic surface temperatures affecting the
health of reefs in warmer waters. The study conducted at the UK Met
Office Hadley Centre concludes that aerosols comprising soot from
volcanic eruptions and burning coal and sulphates from fossil fuels can
make clouds more reflective, deflect the solar energy received by the
oceans, slow the warming of the marine environment and thereby
prevent bleaching.

Scientists believe that the impact of aerosols may therefore
emerge as a critical factor in the survival of coral reefs. "Many people
are arguing that Australia should be putting aerosols into the
atmosphere to protect them,” says lead author said Lester
Kwiatowski of Exeter University. “And in parts of the developing
world just that may well be done already, although inadvertently,
through various forms of atmospheric pollution.”

Applied deliberately and on an industrial scale, this would amount
to geo-engineering, a highly controversial area of environment
modification with yet un-assessable international implications. If
humanity embarks on such a course, it must first obtain global accord
under a supra-national authority within the UN. �

Thomas Ország-Land is an author and foreign

correspondent who writes on global affairs.
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Business Viewpoint: Classification

Bureau Veritas Executive Vice-
President and Head of the Marine
& Offshore Division, Philippe

Donche-Gay takes over as Chairman of the
International Association of Classification
Societies (IACS) at a difficult time in global
shipping, with owners facing tough times
ahead with demands for better quality
tonnage increasing.

The environment remains a key issue as
do mounting safety concerns so it is no
surprise that the shipping industry’s move
towards alternative marine fuels in response
to stricter environmental controls is one
area where he feels class need to offer
owners more support. In a press meeting in
London he outlined plans moving forward
which included, among other things,
unified guidelines on LNG bunkering,
developed through IACS with the co-
operation of other industry bodies, as many
shipping firms turn to gas to meet
upcoming near shore controls on
emissions.

The programme moving forward also
includes work to meet the schedule for the

entry into force of the IACS Common
Structural Rules for oil tankers and bulk
carriers on 1st July 2015 and relevant IMO
verification of compliance with the IMO
Goal Based Standards for new ships’ design
and construction. Other priorities include
the continued work to develop functional
requirements for structural safety of post-
Panamax container ships.

Another area where he feels
classification societies could improve is in
the testing and approval of complex and
safety critical onboard embedded software
that is becoming increasingly common for
the offshore sector and shipping in general.

He told SMI: “When it comes to
classing the ultra large box ships, all class
societies have engaged with their clients in
some form of hull monitoring systems. I
wouldn’t say this is a class rule or a notation
but is in the experimental stage. Something
that they want to do when classing the large
containerships. But it is at the very
beginning.

“The other point you refer to is the
complex engine monitoring systems that

need to communicate with each other and
this is an aspect where the issue may not be
to do with the quality of the software but
that the systems constantly get software
releases so you have to ensure the whole
process is integrated. Not sure there is a
solution yet and this is an issue for ship
owners to deal with. Hopefully someone is
doing the integration but it is not formalised
as it should be,” he said.

Mr Donche-Gay, added: “The great
scope of IACS’s work goes on out of sight,
focusing on the technical detail which helps
keep shipping and shipbuilding safe and
efficient. All 12 members are contributing
resources in the form of 350 engineers who
work on IACS work groups. The detailed
plans show the very wide scope of the work
of IACS and just how vital it is to shipping.”

So what qualities does he bring to the
job of IACS Chairman? Since he joined
Bureau Veritas in 2008, Mr Donche-Gay
has been Executive Vice-President in charge
of the Industry & Facilities Division. He
started his career with IBM, holding various
management positions in France and in the
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US. In 1994, he joined the international management of
Capgemini and became Chief Executive Officer of Capgemini
West Europe & Latin America. He holds an Engineering Degree
from the Ecole Polytechnique (France) and Masters of Science
from Stanford University (US).

And how demanding are owners becoming towards the work
of IACS and the individual class societies? He told SMI: “They
speak to their class societies about their concerns but
fundamentally and perhaps even more significant from their
shipowner associations, national or international, they still insist
that class does what it does well. They want class to be on top of its
work; they need all the assistance to avoid detentions. It costs a lot
if a ship’s construction is delayed as this will have financial
consequences for the yard or for the owner. There is also the
impact of a vessel being detailed is a class survey hasn’t been done
well enough. This can be costly and owners count on class for this.

“On specific tasks that go beyond IACS I am saying that IACS
is always ready to support IMO on a technical background basis,”
he concluded. �

1/ Roberto Cazzulo (left) handing over Chairmanship to

Philippe Donche-Gay
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There have been some significant
projects carried out over recent
weeks, especially in the cruise and

ferry market and the LNG tanker repair
market. News has come in that
V.Ships/Phoenix Seereisen’s 44,656 grt cruise
vessel Artania is to return to Germany’s Lloyd
Werft Bremerhaven at the end of September
this year for a 76-day stay. 

She will arrive on 27th September and go
back into service on 6th December during
which time she will have a new diesel
generator installed, new balconies for 152
cabins, new suppressors, the modernisation of
the fresh water system and extensive repairs
and drydock work.

Lloyd Werft Chairman Rüdiger
Pallentin said: “We won this large contract -
which is very demanding in every respect -
over some stiff competition from other
yards”. Lloyd Werft’s order books were
already well-filled but Pallentin adds – “now
we are chock-full. There’s just no room for
any more at the moment. Sometimes the
yard is simply too small.”

The Artania is not a stranger to this
shipyard – Lloyd Werft converted the
former P&O Cruises-owned Royal Princess
into Artemis as early as 2006 for P&O and
then upgraded the vessel again in 2010. The
some two years ago the yard converted the
Artemis into the Artania for

V.Ships/Phoenix over a 28 day drydocking
operation.

Work this time centres on the complete
replacement of the ship’s engine plant. Her old
Pielstick diesels Type PC4-2, which Wärtsilä
built under licence and installed in the old
Royal Princess in 1984, are being replaced by
four more efficient new Type 12V32 main
engines from Wärtsilä. 

Four intermediate transmission units are
also being installed between the existing
gearing units and the new main engines. The
Artania will also get a new Wärtsilä Type
8L32 auxiliary diesel. Soon after Artania
arrives in Bremerhaven, her hull sides will be
cut open. The four old main engines will be
removed through the opening in the hull and
the new diesels installed. 

At the same time the new suppressors will
be installed, the entire onboard fresh water
system will be modernised and an extensive
programme of steel repairs will be carried out
along with the installation of balconies for 152
cabins on decks seven and eight. 

Lloyd Werft built balconies onto 96
cabins on decks five and six during the ship’s
earlier conversion in April/May 2011.
While all that is being done, the yard has to
carry out extensive annual drydocking
which will include regular maintenance
work on the ship’s rudder plant and
propellers prior to the first test of her new

engine plant in the North Sea in 
mid-November.

One of the largest conversion projects to
be carried out in the ferry industry involves
Finland’s STX Finland and the Norway’s Fjord
Line. The steel production for the conversion
project began during October 2013. In
connection with the rebuild of the
Bergensfjord, the ship renamed Oslofjord. The
overall value of the conversion contract was
approximately €30m, and it has provided
some 200 man-years of labour.  

The Oslofjord is a 134m long and 24m
wide ship, built in Norway in 1993. The
converted ship entered service between
Sandefjord (Norway) and Strömstad
(Sweden) in June 2014. The most significant
change in the ship was transforming it from a
night ferry to a day cruise ferry. Two cabin
decks were converted to public spaces, which
practically quadrupled the tax-free area, and
increased the selection of cafeterias and
restaurants significantly. 

The interior changes were designed by
the Norwegian Falkum-Hansen Design. One
fixed middle deck for cars was added,
providing additional parking space. The third
deck was extended, and a new area, called the
Fjord of Coffee, was built there. In addition to
interior design, the appearance of the ship
changed as well. For example, the ship’s
window area increased, and its funnel was
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covered with aluminium. The conversion
increased the ship’s passenger capacity
considerably. After conversion, the capacity is
1,800 passengers and 370 cars.

In the LNG tanker repair market,
Singapore’s Sembawang Shipyard, among the
leading exponents of this sector, has signed a
long-term Favoured Customer Contract
(FCC) from GasLog LNG Services, to
provide ship-repair, refurbishment, upgrading
and related marine services for its managed
fleet of 20 LNG tankers. GasLog LNG
Services is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
GasLog, the signing ceremony taking place at
this year’s Posidonia event in Athens.

Theodoros Katemidis, General Manager,
GasLog LNG Services, said: “Sembawang
Shipyard is internationally recognised as one
of the most technically competent and
efficient repair yards in the world, especially in
the area of LNG tankers repairs and
upgrading. The selection of Sembawang
Shipyard as our exclusive refit partner for our
scheduled drydocking in Singapore is in line
with GasLog’s global refit strategy to work
towards implementing best practices across
GasLog’s entire fleet and thereby optimising
repair processes. 

“Moreover, we have had many positive
experiences with Sembawang Shipyard,
which laid the foundation for us to enter into
this long-term partnership arrangement with
the Shipyard. More than these, the
partnership is about trust and commitment
between our two companies. We thus look
forward to a long and successful partnership
with Sembawang Shipyard.” 

Wong Lee-Lin, Executive Director of
Sembawang Shipyard said: “We are indeed
honoured and delighted to be the chosen
partner of GasLog, one of the world’s leading
international owner and managers of LNG
carriers. Partnering with GasLog LNG
Services. will not only increase our market
share of LNG repairs/upgrading business but
will also enhance our capabilities level as a
world-class shipyard for LNG tanker repairs
and upgrades. We are confident that our long-
term partnership will deliver visible mutual
benefits and continuous improvement to
both companies.” 

Ship Repair

2/
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With the signing of this long-term
contract, Sembawang Shipyard can anticipate
the refit of three to five GasLog's LNG tankers
each year. Also during Posidonia, Oman
Drydock Company (ODC) was
Gaztransport & Technigaz (GTT) licensed.
Although ODC is a newcomer to the repair
industry in general, it is targeting the many
LNG tankers which operate out of the Arabian
Gulf, although all the Qatar Gas fleet normally
repair in Qatar’s N/KOM, part of Singapore’s
Keppel Offshore & Marine Group.

ODC chairman Dr Abdulmalik Al Hinai
was joined by GTT CEO Phillippe
Berterottiere at the ODC stand to make the
announcement. Mr Berterottiere said it is
highly important that ODC is able to put into
place a solid quality system as a centre for
LNG expertise. “Oman has an important
LNG fleet and its geographical position
thrusts it to the forefront of the international
LNG market,” he said. “It is close to shipping
routes for the Gulf and Asia. GTT has been
very impressed by ODC’s commitment to
standards right through its workforce,

management and control systems.  We also
saw evidence of ODC’s determination to
continue to improve into the future, which is
vital to us. The GTT technology is advanced
and ODC had to reach a technically very high
level to secure this license. We are delighted to
make the award and look forward to working
with the ODC team in the years ahead.”

During May/early June Navantia
Shiprepairs’ Ferrol-Fene yards, located on
Spain’s Atlantic coast, undertook the
drydocking and/or repairs of a number of
LNG tankers, including Pronav
Shipmanagement’s 126,400m3 LNG Leo and
the 126,300m3 LNG Gemini, and Hyproc’s
125,260m3 LNG Mostefa Ben Boulaid.

One good piece of news comes from
Portugal, where Estaleiros Navais de Viana do
Castelo, SA (ENVC, SA), which was closed
after almost 70 years in existence, has re-
opened as a privately-owned company -
WestSEA Viana Shipyard. WestSEA Viana
Shipyard retained much of the workforce
who formerly worked for ENVC, SA,
including Repair Manager - António Santos

Lima. The Yard will follow the core business
of  ENVC, SA, offering shipbuilding,
conversion and ship repair services for all
vessel types up to 40,000 dwt and is
committed to continue the excellence in its
shipbuilding and repair services. Facilities
include two drydocks with dimensions of
200m x 30m and 127m x 18m, 700m of fully
equipped berths and several cranes with a
lifting capacity up to 180 tons.

Under the previous ownership, the
shipyard successfully built, during almost 70
years, more than 250 vessels including
barges, tugboats, ferry boats, fishing vessels,
general cargos, bulk carriers, container ships,
oil and chemical tankers, LPG’s, cement
carriers and naval vessels. WestSEA Viana
shipyard is strategically located in the
northern coast of Portugal, very close to the
port of Leixões and Vigo and on the route to
Africa, Europe and America. �
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Integrated design and engineering strategies focused on the
ship’s aft end have been prompted by the all-pervading
operational, competitive and legislative demand for heightened

vessel efficiency. 
The optimisation of hull lines and aft body shape to allow the

use of larger-diameter propellers and ultra-long stroke main engines
is one manifestation of this sphere of development. Among a host of
other initiatives, integrated propeller and rudder designs offer ship
owners and ship designers practical means of achieving significant
gains in hydrodynamic efficiency for vessels already in service as
well as newbuilds. 

As one of the latest endorsements of such technology, shortsea
operator Finnlines has decided to upgrade four modern ro-pax
ferries by retrofitting Promas Lite integrated propeller and rudder
systems, costing a total of some £3.8m(US$6.4m). 

Designer and supplier Rolls-Royce Marine asserts that Promas
Lite typically yields fuel savings of 5%-15% depending on the type

of operation and performance of the existing propeller. However, in
the case of one of the 2006/2007-built Finnlines quartet, the
46,000gt Nordlink, a total efficiency improvement of some 19-21%
at 20 knots is predicted, with an estimated payback period of two
years. In the case of the other three ships, a speed guarantee applies. 

Promas Lite is the product of improvements entailing three
main components, namely a bulb attached to the forward edge of
the rudder, a hub cap bolted to the rear of the propeller, and a set of
re-designed propeller blades. 

The innovative system has also been nominated by Star Cruises
for the 75,300gt SuperStar Virgo, the first vessel in South East Asia to
be so equipped. Rolls-Royce states that “A cruise ship like SuperStar
Virgo can expect to generate £800,000(US$1.36m) annually in fuel
savings and a corresponding CO2 emission reduction of around
4,000t per year by converting to Promas Lite.” 

Proven savings of between 2-9% in required power to achieve a
vessel’s design speed have been demonstrated by Wartsila’s
Energopac system, which encompasses an integrated design of
propeller and rudder. Tailored to each application, Energopac trims
fuel consumption by reducing the flow separation behind the
propeller, creating less frictional drag than conventional rudder
systems, and improving course stability. 

Energopac’s patented rudder support system consists of a
streamlined rudder bulb and hub design, and a flap mechanism
that reduces rudder angles and drag. A twisted leading edge
rudder profile minimises cavitation-induced erosion, and the
matching of the propeller design to the rudder and bulb secures
higher propeller efficiency. Maximum benefit from Energopac is
obtained in usage for vessels with operating profiles that include
long, non-stop passages. 

A showcase reference for the concept was provided by the
new generation of 50,700gt ro-ro containerships introduced into
liner service in 2013 by Bahri(formerly National Shipping
Company of Saudi Arabia) between the North American eastern
seaboard and the Red Sea, Arabian Gulf and Indian sub-
continent. Each vessel has a complete Wartsila energy-saving
propulsion package, an integrated solution based on a 12,500kW
6RT-flex58T main engine, controllable pitch propeller and
Energopac system. 
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MAN Diesel & Turbo’s 2012 takeover of all rights to the Kappel
propeller, in both fixed pitch and controllable pitch applications,
plus positive results with rudder bulbs incorporated on a number of
vessels, have led the company to explore further efficiency benefits
from combining the two concepts. 

The blades of a Kappel propeller have an extended tip, smoothly
curved to the suction side of the blade so as to reduce energy losses
resulting from the phenomenon of tip vortex flow. Likewise, the
fairing of a propeller hubcap and a rudder bulb cuts energy losses
attributable to the hub vortex and to drag from the hub and rudder. 

As the efficiency improvement conferred by Kappel propellers
and rudder bulb systems are related to different hydrodynamic flow
regions, the beneficial effect of each is additive. In service, Kappel
propeller blades alone have reportedly led to fuel savings of up to
6%, and given lower pressure impulses than conventional designs. 

From computational fluid dynamics(CFD) analysis and results
validated by model tests for a 1,700teu container vessel powered by
an MAN 14,280kW electronically-controlled engine, the Kappel
propeller plus an optimised rudder bulb showed an improvement of
9.3% in propulsion efficiency and 9% in EEDI, compared to a
conventional screw without a rudder bulb. 

Wartsila has augmented its product offering with a new concept
of fixed pitch propeller, the result of highly experienced design
engineers having access to the most sophisticated software and
analytical tools. Developed at the group’s Technology and Service
Centre in the Netherlands, the FPP Opti Design is predicted to
achieve fuel savings of up to 4%. 

As harnessed in this latest initiative, CFD technology is today’s
game-changer in achieving advances in performance. CFD
calculations analyse not only the efficacy of the propeller but also
the interaction between the propeller and the hull, thereby
providing extremely accurate and comprehensive data to achieve
design and parametric optimisation. 

The under-hull encapsulation of electric propulsion drives,
offering benefits in both efficiency and vessel layout, has found
considerable favour in the cruiseship market and in ice-going and
special-purpose vessel applications through various types of podded
propulsion system. The most populous design to date is ABB’s
Azipod series, which has undergone further stages of refinement
and enhancement in recent years. 

Rolls-Royce and GE Power Conversion have augmented the
range of jointly-developed Mermaid azimuthing electric podded
propulsors. A ‘pushing’ propeller type model has supplemented the
standard series of ‘pulling’ Mermaid pods. The so-called Mermaid
PUSH is suited to applications, such as offshore units, requiring a
high bollard pull, high load and a medium-speed. The propeller is
fitted with a nozzle, to optimise thrust effect. The Mermaid PUSH
range mainly covers the power band from 5MW to 11MW. 

In addition, Mermaid ICE and HICE pods have been
introduced to withstand the extreme demands of polar operations.
These retain the ‘pulling’ propeller of the original Mermaid pods.

Although a synchronous electric motor gives a slightly higher
efficiency, an induction motor is offered with the ice-class pods to
ensure robustness and to give very high torque at low shaft speeds. A
pulse width modulation(PWM) drive system turns a stainless steel
propeller with bolted blades. Three frame sizes covering a total
power spectrum 5MW to 15MW are available. 

A compact new concept known as the Twin Fin system was
formally launched in June this year by Hamburg-based Caterpillar
Marine, initially addressing the offshore support vessel sector.
Originally designed in partnership with Odense Maritime
Technology and Scandinavian Marine Group as a way of reducing
the vulnerability of vessels operating in Arctic conditions to
propulsion system damage, the Twin Fin configuration offers
benefits in fuel savings and thrust performance that have much
wider reach. 

Two tailor-made fins attached to the hull each enclose an
electric propulsion motor and gearbox configuration and short
drive shaft to a controllable pitch propeller. Increased thrust,
requiring lower input power, results from larger propellers running
at low shaft speed. Mechanical losses are minimised, and the fins
improve water flow to the propellers. The major transmission
elements are accessible from within the vessel, enhancing ease of
maintenance and obviating the need for drydocking. The solution
lends itself to newbuilds, retrofits and conversions. 

The six-week propulsion upgrade project undertaken earlier this
year by Shipdock Amsterdam on the seismic survey ship Polarcus
Naila provided the first reference for the Twin Fin solution. The
system supplied incorporates two Damen Optima propeller nozzles
of 4.5m inner diameter.

In 2013, the independent Finnish company Steerprop
completed a research and development programme resulting in a
new design of mechanical azimuth propulsor known as the SP
ECO CRP series. The R&D work had been launched in response
to enquiries from the client market for a mechanical alternative to
electric podded propulsors in the higher power and higher 
speed ranges. 

The ensuing ECO CRP series covers unitary power
requirements from 4MW to more than 20MW. Based on results and
feedback with Steerprop ‘Push-Pull’ contra-rotating propeller(CRP)
azimuth propulsors, the new product utilises the high-efficiency
‘Push-Pull’ CRP configuration. The first contract for ECO CRP
propulsors involves an ice-classed Canadian ro-pax ferry to be built
in Italy by Fincantieri for delivery towards the end of 2014. 

The feasibility of a novel propulsion concept combining electric
rudder pod(Azipod) units, contracted loaded tip(CLT) propellers,
and the CRP principle into a single system has been explored under
an EU-sponsored research project known as TRIPOD. Results from
the three-year study, finalised in 2013, indicated that the proposed
system would give a reduction of up to 10% in fuel consumption
relative to a conventional propulsion system. In the case of a retrofit
installation, fuel consumption would be 5% lower. �
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Anti-Piracy & Maritime Security

The recent spate of violent attacks
on shipping in South East Asia is
raising concerns that a resurgence

of an old problem may be upon us.  As the
number of piracy attacks around Somalia
have dwindled and the problem there has
seemingly been contained, attention are
now being turned to another region that
has historical links with piracy.  

The waters of Southeast Asia have long
been regarded as one of the global piracy
‘trouble spots’.  Since the late 1980s, pirates
in this region have plagued merchant vessels
and fishing boats with violent attacks.
Between 1992 and 2006 the International
Maritime Bureau (IMB) declared Southeast
Asia as being the most ‘pirate infested’
region in the world. 

Traditionally, the Strait of Malacca,
South China Sea and, to a lesser extent, the
Singapore Straits have been areas of
concern.  In 2004, Indonesia accounted for
93 of the 329 attacks worldwide.  However,
pirate activities in the region were
momentarily curtailed following
collaboration between Indonesia, Singapore

and Malaysia that involved increased
patrolling of the shipping lanes.  This joint
venture was short-lived following
disagreements between the three countries.
Statistics now demonstrate that the scourge
of piracy in this area is enjoying a
renaissance. 

More than 50,000 vessels annually
transit these waters with the Strait of
Malacca being the shortest sea route
between India, China and Indonesia.
Considered to be the key chokepoint in
Asia, the narrowest point is the Philips
Channel shipping lane in the Singapore
Strait which is only 1.5 miles wide at its
narrowest point, creating a natural
bottleneck for shipping. With the increased
economic developments of China and
India, it is anticipated that the strategic
importance of these waters will expand. 

Nevertheless, the IMB now claims the
Malacca Straits are reasonably safe; it is the
waters around the southern tip of Malaysia
and the myriad of islands from
Karimunbesar in the west to Bintan in the
east, where seafarers must be on their guard.

Other areas include Anambas, Natuna and
the Merundung islands where pirates have
been reported to favour attacking ships
during the hours of darkness.  The pirates
make good use of the large number of
smaller islands that are interspersed here to
conduct hit-and-run raids on a plentiful
supply of ships passing through these
waters.  

A number of the attacks are comparable
to those that occur in the waters around
other parts of Asia, Central and South
America where vessels have been boarded
by criminal gangs who quickly made off
with a few valuables, often the crew’s
personal possessions.  Although reasonably
short-lived, these attacks are often violent
and are undoubtedly a terrifying and
traumatising experience for the crew.  

However, what is even more alarming is
the increased amount of hijackings and
kidnappings taking place in the region.  In
May this year, the Thai tanker Orapin 4 was
hijacked by 10 armed men north of
Indonesia's Bintan Island in the South
China Sea. The pirates reportedly painted
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over her name and destroyed
communications equipment before tying
up the crew.  Later, a smaller tanker arrived
to siphon off much of the ship's 3,700mt
cargo. After their 10-hour ordeal, the vessel
and crew were released.

Another incident took place on 31st
May when the MT Lucas, a Panama-
flagged chemical tanker was underway
approximately 60 nautical miles to the
north-west of Bintulu, Malaysia.  Ten
armed pirates boarded the vessel at around
0515 local time. They tied up the duty
officer and lookout, demanding to know
details of the vessel’s destination and type
of cargo. It would appear the pirates had
intended to board a different vessel because
they then quickly departed.  However, this
didn’t prevent them from destroying the
ship’s communications equipment and
stealing the crew’s personal property.  

Another incident took place a few days
later on 7th June when the MT Buda Mesra
Due en route from Singapore to Labuan,
was hijacked off the coast of Bintulu. A
gang of 10 masked men armed with
machetes and hammers boarded the vessel
around 2330 local time. The crew were tied
up and locked in a room before the Master
and Chief Officer were ordered to shut
down the ship’s engines.  Another vessel
then came alongside and pumped out
100mt of diesel. Once the operation was
complete, the pirates ransacked the ship
stealing ship’s property and the crew’s
personal belongings.

This recent spate of organised attacks
has highlighted a trend that indicates that
they may have been conducted by the
same group. The conduct of these three
attacks all have similarities that may prove
that an organised crime syndicate may be
at large.  However, the successes of these
attacks may well lead to other
disenfranchised groups turning to piracy
as a lucrative alternative to their current
means of raising an income. 

Academic researchers into maritime
piracy will typically state that
impoverished communities and the
exploitation of a lack of adequate law

enforcement authority are decisive
contributing factors to the origins of
piracy. This was certainly the case recently
in Somalia where despondent fishermen
claimed that piracy was their only
alternative for survival. While this does
not justify their actions and the misery
that they have caused, it may help to
formulate a better understanding of why
people resort to these measures.  

Poverty is still widespread in many
parts of Southeast Asia and this
undoubtedly has an impact on the
occurrence of piracy attacks. Depleted
fishing stocks, unemployment and an
overall lack of opportunities can be
attributed as motivation for young men to
become involved in piracy.  Unemployed
fishermen or taxi-boat drivers are
sometimes recruited by criminal gangs for
their boat handling skills, sometimes
tempted by the instant revenue that 
piracy brings. 

In addition, local maritime law
enforcement agencies lack the capacity and
resources to provide adequate protection
to the large volume of shipping that
operates in the region.  The region does not
have a centralised reporting and co-
ordination centre to assist vessels operating
here and lacks the resources to assist vessels
under attack and coordinate some sort of
naval response. Vessels passing through this
region are advised to not underestimate the
threat of pirate attack or the level of
violence being used against them.  The
modus operandi of these criminal gangs
may differ from tactics being employed by
pirates in other parts of the world however
their willingness to use violence to achieve
their goals remains the same.  

Mariners must therefore develop and
implement a strategy prior to entering this
area.  Piracy counter-measures used in
other piracy ‘hot spots’ should be
considered.  Utilisation of Best
Management Practice, the advice and
guidance for protection against Somalia-
based piracy would certainly be an
effective deterrent to any would-be
attackers, although the use of armed

guards in this region is forbidden.  That of
course does not preclude the employment
of a maritime security consultant with
specific experience of Southeast Asia to
assist in the preparation of the vessel and
the crew for the duration of the transit.
Increased security measures, most
importantly the maintenance of a strict
24-hour piracy watch, will go a long way
to prepare the vessel and crew for any
potential hostile acts.

In fact, early detection is arguably the
most effective deterrent as proven in
Southeast Asia with a number of recently
reported incidents. A potential attack was
foiled on 3rd July this year in Indonesian
waters when deck watchmen alerted the
crew after seeing three men trying to
climb onboard their vessel. When they
realised they had been detected, the
robbers retreated into their boat and
moved away.  

A few days later another attack was
thwarted when four men boarded a
general cargo ship near Johor. The alarm
was raised when the robbers were seen on
the poop deck.  Upon hearing the alarm,
the robbers escaped empty handed.
Although on this occasion the pirates
were compromised, again it was crucial
that the unwanted visitors were denied
access to the ship early. This is best
achieved with a vigilant, 24-hour watch.  

The waters around Southeast Asia have
long been regarded as one of the world’s
most troublesome areas for piracy and that
seems unlikely to change. The recent
increase in the number of attacks on
shipping in this region is once again raising
concerns of a pirate resurgence. The
geographical layout of the region and the
insufficiently equipped local authorities
give the pirates a distinct advantage of
being able to attack ships at will. Seafarers
transiting Southeast Asian waters must be
aware of this threat and, in the absence of
adequate assistance from local authorities,
have in place their own piracy
countermeasures. Early detection and
access denial are the two most important
weapons in the seafarers’ arsenal. �
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Anti-Piracy & Maritime Security

When asked what she likes to do
in her spare time, Karen
Jacques confesses she is a ‘fuel

nerd’. I have to ask her to repeat this as I do
not understand what she means – maybe
she likes fast cars….no, she is simply
interested in fuel.

“I really like and enjoy reading about
maritime energy efficiency stuff – because it
is my general interest, but it is really boring
for most people,” she says, “so I don’t tend to
talk to my female friends about it!”

Indeed, such is her love of the whole
subject of fuel efficiency, it has driven her to
come up with a new company project
which played a major role in her recently
winning the prestigious Freight Transport
Association (FTA) Everywoman in
Transport & Logistics Award. Her category
– Innovation and Sustainability –
recognised the implementation of an
innovative operational solution that is

changing the transportation industry in a
positive way.

And Mrs Jacques’ innovation – a vessel
efficiency routing system (VES) which is
already providing significant cost savings – is
not only changing the way vessels navigate,
but also changing the path of the company
she is a partner in – Dryad Maritime.

For the Portsmouth-based company,
which has primarily been concerned with
risk and security intelligence, particularly in
anti-piracy, is itself plotting a new course,
venturing into the open waters of fuel
efficiency on the back of high fuel prices
and low freight rates. The Voyage Efficiency
Service works in partnership with Dryad’s
newest service launched earlier this year,
PRISM – Professional, Risk & Integrated
Services Management.

“We are saving one of our charterers
over $250,000 a month on their bunker bill
just by closely looking at their routeing

decisions, their risk and their efficiency”
said Mrs Jacques.

“What we have effectively done is
develop a system that allows us to
communicate with ships using their
current systems and enabling us to work
with them on their routeing. This is, I
think, probably the first step for many
towards efficiency and then, ultimately I
imagine, 10 years down the line most of
the shipping community will have
adapted their data exchange systems to
allow total automation within this. We
might be looking towards unmanned
ships at this point anyway.”

So, how did Mrs Jacques become so
passionate about navigation and shipping in
general?

Growing up in Swindon, she was some
distance from the sea, but going with a
friend to a ‘Navy Days’ in Plymouth, set her
on a path to a maritime career.
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Anti-Piracy & Maritime Security

“It was something I had always wanted
to do, from the age of about 12 and when I
went to the Navy Day’s event, straight away
I thought that’s for me.’

Unfortunately at that time women
could not serve at sea with the Royal
Navy, but it so happened that when she
was studying her A Levels, the policy 
was reversed.

“The timing could not have been more
perfect for me,” said Mrs Jacques.

She went straight in as a naval officer at 18
and spent nine of the next 14 years at sea,
training as a warship navigator and through
her service visiting 56 countries. Her longest
deployment was nine months as a navigator
of a type 42 destroyer in the Far East.

“It was an incredible life experience,” 
she said.

During her distinguished career she
received recognition for her service in the
Adriatic and the Former Yugoslavia and
went on to serve as Aide de Camp to the
Head of the Royal Navy, Admiral Lord
West GCB.

“I travelled with him extensively and got
to see, at a political level, how the Navy
engages internationally.”

After 14 years in the Navy Mrs Jacques
fell pregnant with her son and because her
husband is also in the Navy, she made the
difficult decision to leave and it was while
tending her young son that the door to
Dryad opened.

“I had planned to have a bit of a career
break but I am a bit of a workaholic by
nature and when Graeme ( Dryad
Maritime Managing Director Graeme
Gibbon Brooks) was looking for a
navigator for a sole trader company he
had, I helped him out a couple of days a
week,” she explained.

“Between us, we had a few good ideas
and it just grew and grew.  A year after
joining Dryad, he acknowledged my
contribution in making me a partner in
the company and we went from strength
to strength. I was the third person through
the door at Dryad and now we are at 37
with another recruitment round coming.”

Dryad started off as a maritime
intelligence company, so when piracy 
was at its height in 2009/10, the
company was very much in the thick 
of it, providing routeing advice and risk
assessments, but now that has started to
dip, particularly in the Gulf of Aden,
thanks to the presence of naval forces,
private maritime security forces 
and BMP4.

“That is great for shipping – and not
something that everyone celebrates if you
are in the security industry – but, actually,
that was what we wanted, because we
want ships to stay safe,” said Mrs Jacques.

Although, business is now growing in
the navigational routeing side, in terms of
managing the risk of vessels, Dryad is still
supporting many fleets on a daily basis in
the High Risk Areas of West Africa or the
Indian Ocean.

“Risk is still about 50% of what we do,
if not slightly more although, I would
perceive that efficiency routeing will be
our major over the next five years.”

mailto:enquiries@dryadmaritime.com


Dryad is also expanding geographically,
and this has seen Mrs Jacques move from her
role as Chief Operating Officer to Director,
Asia Pacific Region, so she can grow the
business in Asia Pacific and the Americas.
This will involve her setting up a fully
operational office in Singapore where
development at Tuas port is expected to open
between 2020-25.

“We really want to be there and amongst
it when that happens because anyone in
shipping should aim to be there,” she said.

“We are currently in discussions with UK
Trade and Industry and with Singapore to see
what opportunities there are there for us,” said
Mrs Jacques.

“We want an operational hub in
Singapore but not a sales office. We want to
employ people from the local community
and be integral to it and the shipping
community as well. It is making sure that we
do it right.”

She foresees Dubai as a follow on to
opening an office in Singapore, but says that
will be in the “next five years or so”.

In the meantime when she is not busy
planning Dryad’s expansion, what does Mrs
Jacques like doing in her spare time?

She loves running and windsurfing, and
explained: “I love the water and always
imagined that I would end up living by the
sea, like I do now.”

Her son, now aged eight, is also keen on
sailing and with her husband in the Navy,
being near the water is a given and the family
has membership at a sailing club near home
on the south coast of the UK.

Does Mrs Jacques miss military life?
“To start with I really did, but within our

company 70% are ex-Navy so it is a bit like
being back! We’ve got the same kind of ethos
and values that we had in the Navy and there’s
a great camaraderie and sense of humour in
our office and so that is very much like being
at sea again.

“When I left the Navy it was at such a
stage where very soon a woman would be at
the level where she would be able to
command a frigate or a destroyer and there
was always part of me that wanted to be that

person, but I’ve seen a couple of friends of
mine go and achieve that, and that’s fantastic.

She added: “The shipping industry is
also traditionally very male-dominated but
the thing that astounds me the most is that
there are so many opportunities within
shipping and within transport logistics. I
think we could do better in the way it is sold,
opening it up to everybody.”

Mrs Jacques is a member of WISTA
(Women’s International Shipping and
Trading Association) and Everywoman UK
and was in Liverpool recently as part of the
Maritime, Logistics & Energy (MLE)
thematic at the International Festival for
Business, where she spoke at a debate trying
to encourage youngsters to shipping and
maritime as a career option.

“There are so many jobs in the sector
and unless you live right next to the sea
people generally don’t move in that
direction.

“I just think we need to publicise the
sector better for men and women, boys
and girls.” �
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Slater on
money
The shipping recovery
that never arrived

As we pass midyear 2014, shipping’s economics remain stuck
in the doldrums will little or no recovery in sight. The
surplus capacity of ships to the cargoes requiring

transportation has been aggravated by the delivery of a massive
orderbook of new ships that followed the boom markets of the
middle of the last decade.

This surplus is not limited to a few markets but, with the possible
exception of gas, both LNG and LPG, it has affected the rest and in
particular the wet and dry bulk, and the container markets. 

Numerous public companies have gone bankrupt as have many
private ones. The German KG funds have been almost completely
wiped out and created huge losses for the German shipping banks.
The average age of the world fleet is at an historic low, meaning it will
be around for at least another decade. A majority of the fleets in most
sectors trade in the spot markets without any period charter cover, in
the false expectation that markets will recover or secondhand values
will increase. This, however, ignores the facts that shipyard capacity
remains high and in countries like Korea and China has now become
a strategic industry supported with domestic banks funding the
construction period and government funds backing Export Credit. 
All without any secure operating income from charters.

Unfortunately this rush to order new ships has been fueled by an
influx of new money, both equity and bonds from private equity and
hedge funds that are gambling on ship values and not the long-term
revenue streams from operations.

The vast majority of the ships on order today have no
contractual employment and no evidential income other than
indications of future ship values referenced back to the boom years
of 10 years ago. Some have likened this influx of new money to the
‘Blind Capital’ of the mid-1800s. “Credulous capital, ignoring risks,
flooding into unwise investments”.

There is no sign of any investment interest from mutual funds or
institutional investors such as pension funds or life insurance
companies which are usually averse to short term gambles. The
speculative day traders have fun playing the rumors and the price
volatility of the publicly traded companies.

Even more surprising is the activity of some of the private equity
funds buying distressed bank debt at marginal discounts. If a ship
owner cannot serve his existing bank debt, how is he going to service
the new owners of the debt who have much higher expectations of
return on their investments than simple bank margins? It has been said
that some of these funds are looking for default so they can convert the
loans to equity, take over the ships and sell them for a profit. 

The list of publicly traded shipping companies on the New York
stock exchanges is the worst performing of any sector. Original equity
has been emasculated by secondary offerings and huge secured debts
that  today exceed the current market value of the ships that are the
security. In the past 12 months we have seen the emergence of new
forms of ‘Junk Bonds’, with double digit interest rates, which rapidly
escalate on default and look more like the cash advance lending that
proliferates among the poor. This junk is surprisingly not shown as debt
in the borrower’s balance sheets but named as ‘Perpetual’.

So while new money is finding the shipping industry what is the
outlook for the services it provides? The freight markets for most ship
types remain severely depressed. The current reckless activity in
ordering hundreds of new ships will only extend further the bad
markets and push any balancing between supply and demand into the
next decade, at the earliest. The claims of fuel economies of the new
ships will not force earlier scrapping as the older ships will have less
capital invested in them and can be maintained to operate until they are
at least 20 years old.

There is no evidence of any increased demand for shipping, except
in the gas sectors, and the newfound resources of oil and gas in the US
will have a negative effect on crude oil shipments. This may well be
compounded by the new pipelines between Russia and China, the
reduction in consumption of gasoline in China and the expansion of
‘fracking’ in Europe. The US will reduce its imports of crude oil by at
least 50% in the next 10 years and convert its trucking fleets to natural
gas by 2025.

It, unfortunately, will take several years before the current influx of
new money faces the reality that it is operating income that makes a
business and not the fluctuating values of the operating assets. �

Paul Slater is Chairman
and CEO of First

International Corporation
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Alternative
viewpoint

Why don’t more people want to go to sea? Who would
elect to sit grimly in an office during the daylight
hours, peering at a screen or shouting into a telephone

as a bit of relief for the eyes? Who would spend hours commuting
in packed trains when they could live 20 paces from their place of
work, in the fresh air and freedom of shipboard life? 

Well, large numbers of people would obviously prefer not to
seek their living upon the bounding deep and I think I have
stumbled across the reason why. More years ago than I care to
admit, I went to sea in a mood of gleeful anticipation, but also with
a good deal of practical ignorance. I came from a seafaring family,
with a long line of captains and commanders stretching back the
best part of three centuries. I had studied both Royal and Merchant
Navies, spent half my boyhood on my father’s warships and uncle’s
merchant vessels, sailed dinghies and knew how to tie a mean
bowline from the age of about eight. 

But nothing had quite prepared me from my first experience
of a storm in the western approaches, as our ship, bound on a
month’s passage to New Zealand, battled for about a week in a
couple of evil winter depressions. Tied up in port, a 10,000 ton
cargo ship, a battleship (they still had them in those days), even a
coaster, looked big and safe and solid. With the ship violently
corkscrewing into that first Atlantic storm, my face as grey-green
as the water surging over the foredeck, I was convinced I was
going to die and that death would be a blessed relief. What a fool I
had been to follow my family, when I could have joined the army,
or even worked safely in a bank!

Of course it was but a passing terror and after the initial
seasickness had gone I hugely enjoyed the next dozen years afloat.
But the point I am making is that while ignorance of the reality of
heavy weather encouraged me to make a career afloat, the modern
generation are better informed. 

It is the exclusion of the shipping industry from our collective
knowledge that prevents it coming up even as a matter of passing
conversation when young people consider careers. Despite the
excellent work of Sea Vision and the Merchant Navy Training
Board in the UK and similar evangelists elsewhere, shipping doesn’t
usually emerge over the horizon as a career choice. 

My new theory about the reluctance of young people to seek a
career at sea (and you read it here first) is that contrary to the view
that they are ill-informed, in fact they have learned all they need to
know from the terrifying films they can view on youtube, upon their
chosen personal electronic devices, to which, if my grandchildren
are anything to go by, they are addicted. They are too well-informed.

A friend, perhaps trying to make me a bit homesick in my present
sedentary life, sent me a youtube link entitled “Top 10 ships in storm –
incredible video”, featuring “terrifying monster waves” and I have to report
that it quite put me off my lunch. A fishing boat struggling through
gigantic breakers over a harbour bar introduced the viewer to this
exceeding violent watery world, showing a clean pair of heels to all the
computer-aided graphics in “The Perfect Storm” movie. This was for real.  

After such an introduction, enthusiasm for a fish dinner was
reinforced by a number of videos shot clearly from sister ships
showing trawlers fighting ferocious weather, a container ship taking
it green and a very graphic film of about five minutes duration taken
in the public rooms of a cruise ship, with all the furniture, loose
objects, even people, surging from side to side as the ship violently
rolled around. A potential passenger seeing this would need a great
deal of reassurance to subsequently risk a voyage on the Woolwich
Free Ferry, while it wouldn’t exactly encourage recruitment into this
so-called glamorous branch of maritime endeavour. 

The film which really would make any likely recruit determined
to stay on terra firma showed the foredeck of a general cargo ship in
dreadful weather, the situation enlivened by a full deck cargo of
second-hand cars, which clearly the crew had neglected to lash
down. With the hatchcovers made doubly slippery by several inches
of ice and snow, and with the ship rolling heavily, the vehicles start
sliding, crashing into one another and sending those nearest the
ship’s side, over it. This makes even more space for those cars
remaining to get up even more speed and momentum, causing even
more damage as they crash into each other. If it wasn’t a ship fighting
for its life, it would be pure entertainment.

And with everyone at sea these days a film maker, and youtube a
perfect market for their work, we will see more and more extreme
examples of this sort of “sea vision”. But it is the effect upon the
viewers we need to worry about! �

Michael Grey, MBE, is an
internationally respected
maritime commentatorViewing for masochists
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AdHoc

The Norwegians and British may
be the best of business buddies
when it comes to owning ships

and servicing a vessel’s needs, but put these
two maritime super powers on a golf
course and no punches are pulled. As Jim
Davis, that erstwhile and erudite grandee
of British shipping explained: “Playing the
Norwegians for the annual Anglo-
Norwegian Shipping Golf Match is slightly
ahead in importance than the Ryder Cup!”

And competitive it is. With 53 matches
played over the past six decades, the
Norwegian team was leading the Anglo
team 23 wins to 21 with nine matches
drawn. But that was before this year’s match
held at the impressively picturesque
Lodsby Gods golf club just outside Oslo.

The sun shone, the wine flowed, the
practice shots practised and the putts
started to drop as the Anglo team led by
Jim as the non-playing Captain ably
assisted by Roger Holt, ex of Intercargo,
went about their task of wrestling the
trophy from the mighty grip of the
Norwegian Captain Arne Wilhelmsen,
ship owner and Chairman of Awilhelmsen
AS, the Norwegian shipping powerhouse
behind such household names as Royal
Caribbean Cruise Lines.

The score? An impressive seven wins to
three by the Anglo team after two days of
keenly fought battle on the Lodsby Gods
fairways. The Anglo team triumphed in
both the first day’s fourballs and then in the
second day’s singles and greensome
foursomes matches.

“This match is keenly fought – slightly
ahead of the Ryder Cup. The rivalry is
intense. No one likes each other,” joked Jim
Davis. “The cup is immense – bigger than
the Ryder Cup. We lost it for a long time and
time we had it back. The Norwegians are
ahead narrowly and it is as important as life
gets,” he said.

The thoughts of the Norwegian
Captain?: “This is the 60th anniversary of the
competition but for the last 10 years the
trophy has been held by the Norwegian
team. The whole competition started as a
match between Norwegian ship owners and
Scottish shipbuilders and English oil people
mainly from BP and Shell. At that time it was
very much a business-related match. I have
played in this trophy for the past 33 years. I
am 85 years old and my handicap is 23, but
rising gradually. Lowest I have been is 16.
When you grow older you lose distance and
focus and your score goes down and your
handicap goes up.”

“I am not involved operationally in
shipping anymore but I am still chairman of
the holding company. We have expanded
into various other business areas – real estate
and offshore services and also the cruise
industry where we have a big stake in RCCL.
I was the founder of RCCL.

But what of the history of the trophy
itself ? Well the Match started shortly after the
Second World War, probably in 1947. The
lead member of the British side was a man
called Percy Rogers, who had been head of
the tramp division of the Ministry of War
Transport at the end of, and immediately after,
the War. Percy and his team worked closely
with the Norwegian shipping industry and he
wanted a lasting momento of those days of
great danger and great friendship.

It is known that Sir Charles Connell,
owner of the shipyard Charles Connell &
Co, provided the trophy in 1954. It is also
fair to assume that he played in the trophy
up to and after the date of the trophy. His
shipyard built ships for Wilh. Wilhelmsen
from 1949 (Tamesis) and for Fearnley &
Eger from 1955 – Fernstar and Fernmoor.
The yard also built in 1951, the vessels
Castor for Bergen Line and Hornblower
for Jacob Kjodes Rederi, also a Bergen
ship owner. �
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Arne Wilhelmsen (hcp 23), Captain  – Ship owner

A.Wilhelmsen Group

Arild Backer (hcp 11) – Retired partner of 

Grieg Group

Tom K. Hargreaves (hcp 19) – Dry cargo ship

broker, retired from Fearnleys

Lars Musæus (hcp 7) – Maritime lawyer, retired

partner from Simonsen Musaeus, now senior

counsel with Simonsen Vogt Wiig

Geir Spanli (hcp 5) – Retired chartering manager

tankers Bergesen and BW

Nils A. Skaalvik (hcp 13) – Naval architect, retired.

Worked in shipyards, for DNV abroad and within

shipowning in Norway and abroad

Westye Høegh (hcp 10) – Previous major owner

and Chairman of Leif Høegh Group (now LNG

and autocarriers)

Per Musæus (hcp 18) – Retired school

headmaster 

Ole Jacob Figenbaum (hcp 13) – Former ship

owner, now chairman/owner of investment

company Johs Hansen & Co

Erik Nes (hcp 18) – Retired president of BarWil

Agencies and Barwil AS (Wilh. Wilhelmsen)

Michael Everard (hcp 28) – Ship owner with his

family’s business, F.T. Everard & Sons

Andrew Pointing (hcp 12) – Managing Director

of LOC Stavanger

Peter Karlsen (hcp 21s) –  Director, Norbulk

Shipping

Paddy McKnight (hcp 15) – IMO Representative

for InterManager

Fred Hardy (hcp 17) – Marine Chief Executive of

Bureau Veritas UK

Sean Moloney, (hcp 8) – Managing Director,

Elaborate Communications

Michael Hindley (hcp 16) –  Co-Founder and

Head of Capital Markets at The Omerta Group

Roger Holt (hcp 22) –  Owner Holt Maritime
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Guy Campbell of the China
Navigation Company has been
appointed by the Baltic

Exchange Board of Directors as Chairman
for a two-year term of office, replacing

Quentin Soanes who served as Chairman
from 2012.

Welcoming the appointment, Baltic
Exchange Chief Executive Jeremy Penn
said: “The Baltic Exchange will benefit

enormously from the breadth of knowledge
of Guy Campbell who knows our business
well with experience as both a principal and
a shipbroker.”

Mr Campbell, aged 47, began his
shipping career at shipbroker JE Hyde & Co
in 1990. A dry cargo specialist, he became a
Baltic Exchange member in 1991, remained
at JE Hyde for seven years before joining
Koch Industries, where he spent 10 years as
a chartering manager and eventual Director,
Ocean Freight for Koch Carbon. After six
years as Dry Cargo Managing Director at
shipbroker Clarksons, he now works for
The China Navigation Company, the deep
sea ship owning and operating arm of the
Swire Group. His shipping career has
included broking, chartering, freight trading
and operating.

He served as Chairman of the Baltic
Exchange’s Freight Market Information
Users’ Group in 2005 at a time of
migration from OTC derivatives trading
toward a modern FFABA contract. The
period also saw the introduction of
clearing to the FFA market which
ultimately enabled the market to survive
the disruptions of 2008. He has served on
the Board of the Baltic Exchange since
2009. He is married with three children.

In a separate move Baltic Exchange
shareholders have elected Peter Kerr-
Dineen of Howe Robinson and Bettina
Goodall of Clarksons as shareholder
directors. The results of the election were
announced at the Baltic Exchange’s Annual
General Meeting. They replace Quentin
Soanes and Harry Fafalios. �
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» Huracán force

This stunning new model from Lamborghini replaces its famous
Gallardo to become the smallest ride in the Italian stable.
The new Huracán shares its chassis with the Audi R8 and its
wedge-like shape adds to the sharp, clean look. Step inside, and it is
more akin to a fighter jet with wrap around sports seats and a
display offering controls that would not look out of place in a
cockpit – including a flip-open ignition switch cover.
The car’s 5.2litre V10 engine takes it from 0-62mph in just 3.2
seconds but the four wheel-drive keeps it glued to the road while
you manoeuvre through the seven-speed twin-clutch gearbox.

Lamborghini Huracán LP 610-4
£186,740
www.lamborghini.com

» Piggy bank

This little piggy, cast from the mould of a real piglet (which died of natural causes),
is ready to gobble up your coins and notes.
The golden pig bank was created by award-winning US interior and industrial
designer Harry Allen and is made from hefty marble and resin with a cork in its
belly to stop your cash falling out.

The Golden Pig Bank
£179.99
www.firebox.com

Objects of desire
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» Superior sounds

These headphones are said to be among the best and while they are designed for musical
professionals, they offer superior listening to anyone who enjoys their music or mixing and
mastering in their spare time.
The open design promotes a vast sound stage and for added comfort and optimum sealing of
the ear pads, the headphones employ all-metal cardonic hinges on each side.

AKG K812 Headphones
£999
www.musicmatters.co.uk

http://www.musicmatters.co.uk
http://www.firebox.com
http://www.lamborghini.com
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» Black beauty

Both light and sturdy, the new Breitling Avenger Blackbird watch is perfect for whether you are
hard at work or play.
Made of black titanium, the 48mm case is lightweight with an ergonomic feel and the military
fabric strap offers both comfort and durability.  The watch is water resistant to 300m, making it
perfect for water sports or a day on the beach.

Breitling Avenger Blackbird
£3,710
www.jurawatches.co.uk

» Shooting star

These binoculars are great for capturing moments you don’t
want to miss as they have the ability to shoot high-resolution
photos and videos of whatever you are looking at, such as
wildlife close-ups.
With a tap of a button you can start recording HD video, or
take 20 megapixel still shots and you can even shoot in 3D
thanks to the twin lenses. The binoculars feature a 20x
magnification and are both water and dust resistant.

Sony DEV-5 Digital Recording Binoculars
£1,674.44
www.amazon.co.uk

» Eye fashion

Choosing summer eyewear can be a difficult task when you want
something that will offer great protection but also look stylish at the
same time.

These Bruce sunglasses from Louis Vuitton offer an almost futuristic
look, distinguished by a metallic top bar and mirrored gradient lenses. They
are available in two colours - grey or dark tortoise.

Louis Vuitton Bruce Sunglasses

      £430
                 www.uk.louisvuitton.com

http://www.uk.louisvuitton.com
http://www.amazon.co.uk
http://www.jurawatches.co.uk


Five years ago synthpop act La Roux burst onto the scene with their
self-titled debut album featuring the catchy hit Bulletproof.
Now, long-time producer Ben Langmaid has quit and singer,
keyboardist and writer Elly Jackson has been left to her own devices
but what a follow up it is. Great for summer sounds, a particular pick
is the first official single, Uptight Downtown, inspired by the 2011
London Riots. Foot-tapping stuff.

Those who like unusual dining experiences can now have lunch slap bang in the middle of one of the busiest waterways in the world.
Spitbank Fort, which dates back to 1878 and lies in the Solent, is now a luxury venue offering overnight stays and lunch with access only
available by boat. The lunch experience begins with a pick up from the Royal Clarence Marina near Portsmouth Harbour and welcome teas
and coffees onboard. After a 30-minute boat ride, guests are treated to a glass of champagne and then a tour of the historic fort before
enjoying a three-course lunch in the Officer’s Mess. There is then the chance to enjoy the stunning views of the other Solent forts, the nearby
Isle of Wight and South Coast while enjoying teas and coffees in the Crow’s Nest before the boat journey back to the mainland. The lunch
packages are available on Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays and cost from £80pp.

»Trouble in Paradise
La Roux
Polydor

»Spitbank Fort
The Solent
Hampshire, UK
www.amazingvenues.co.uk
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The American Maritime History Project has published its final historical work –
Braving the Wartime Seas – in a lasting tribute to each of the cadets and graduates
of the US Merchant Marine Cadet Corps who died in the Second World War. It
briefly chronicles the life and death of  212 individuals, who came from all over
the US as volunteers to engage in the national effort and, after a few months’
training, were assigned sea duty as part of their continued training. Some returned
from sea unscathed while 143 did not return, having lost their lives at a young age,
most in submarine attacks.  The deceased cadets and midshipmen have
previously been honoured with a memorial at the US Merchant Marine Academy
and there is an annual Battle Standard dinner and a march composed in their
honour and often played by the Academy band. This book is also dedicated to
their memory.

Issue 50 July/August 2014 Ship Management International

Author Nick Elliott has used his experience within the shipping industry
to write this fictional book based on the world of shipping and with the
tag line ‘money, murder and love on the high seas’. When instinct tells
maritime claims investigator Angus McKinnon that a wave of frauds
must be connected, he thinks it’s just business as usual – instead, he
uncovers a ruthless conspiracy born of greed and the lust for power. He
follows a trail from the post-Soviet drabness of the Black Sea to a
sweltering anchorage in the Gulf of Thailand but a devastating explosion
in the Indian Ocean changes everything.  This debut thriller from Elliott
– a former boarding agent and a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered
Shipbrokers – is packed with intrigue, action and suspense.

»Sea of Gold
By Nick Elliott
Seaward Publishing

»Braving the Wartime Seas
By The American and Maritime History Project
Xlibris



Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec (1864-1901), a preeminent artist of Belle Époque Paris,
brought the language of the late 19th Century avant garde to the public through his
famous posters, prints and illustrations for magazines and journals. He connected
artists, performers, authors, intellectuals and society figures of his day, creating a
bridge between the brothels and society salons of the moment and his work explores
many different facets of Parisian life from politics to the rise of popular entertainment
such as cabarets. This exhibition, at The Museum of Modert Art in New York,
explores subjects that create a portrait of Lautrec’s Paris – from dance halls and horse
racing at Longchamp to the actresses, singers, dancers and performers that sparked
his imagination and served as his muses.

An auction to raise money for Kelmscott
Manor, the Gloucestershire country home of
William Morris, the world renowned Arts &
Crafts designer, will take place in London in
September. The Society of Antiquaries of
London is holding the silent auction at the
Society’s Library and it will be presided over
by Jeremy Morrison, Senior Director of  20th
century decorative art and design at Christie’s
auction house.
Before the sale of antiques, curiosities and
unique experiences, guests can enjoy
champagne, cocktails and canapés while
exploring the Society’s elegant historic
apartments in Piccadilly. The Society
urgently needs to raise funds to secure
Kelmscott Manor’s future and has set a
conservation appeal target of £4.5million to
preserve the house, garden, farm buildings
and the 600 highly significant artefacts on
display at the Manor, most of which belonged
to Morris and his circle.

»The Paris of Toulouse-Lautrec:
Prints and Posters
Showing from 26th July 2014 to 1st March 2015
www.moma.org

»Charity Auction for Kelmscott Manor
25th September 2014
www.christies.com

1/ Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec (French, 1864-1901), Jane Avril, 1899. Lithograph, The Museum of

Modern Art, New York. Gift of Abby Aldrich Rockefeller, 1946
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Off it goes, down the road, and as
the highly distinctive burble from
the twin exhausts gradually fades

I’m genuinely sorry to see it go.
Porsche’s new Cayman created a lasting

impression of a car that’s grown out of its

shorts and is now ready to go toe to toe with
its 911 big brother in long trousers.

It’s grown up to the point where you can
understand why some are questioning why
you would want to pay 30 odd grand more
for a 911 – undoubtedly good as it is –
when for around £40,000 you can have a
whole heaping lot of fun in its Cayman
stablemate. A car that, to my mind, has a
better balanced feel and is less likely to have
you filling up the bathroom laundry basket
with indecent regularity.

Its all round agility and ability leads me to
pose this question – who needs a Bang and
Olufsen system in a car? Or even a Harmon
Cardon set up? All that’s required is a small,
inconspicuous button like the one you’ll find
on the centre console of the Cayman. 

It depicts a couple of exhaust pipes, and
thus, at your fingertips, is an absolutely
blinding symphony of noise. The sort of
noise that gets the hairs on the back of your
neck standing to attention…  

It might not be quite as swift as a 911,
it’s no less exhilarating to drive but has the
nod as far as I’m concerned when it comes

to poise and, importantly, predictability. No
longer do you get that tyre squealing health
and safety warning that your next trip might
be in something with blue lights flashing
and an A&E department as its destination.

It’s got a new chassis and less weight to
lug around, having shed some 30kgs during
its evolution from the mid engine rear drive
car first launched in 2006. 

It even comes with stop/start
technology, not something you’d probably
associate with a 164mph all out sports car.
No sluggishness though – start up and go is
instantaneous, with no holding back the
275 straining horses behind your left ear.  

The impression of speed is heightened
by the fact your rump is closer to the
ground than in most cars. 5.6 seconds to
62mph may seem on the face of it modest
for a machine like this, but it’s an involving
five and a half seconds, rest assured.

Inside the high quality interior, the
driver has a great working environment. 

A great all-round package. �
Follow Rob on Twitter for more 

reviews @robauchy
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The full
package

By Rob Auchterlonie

Porsche Cayman

Cost: £39,694

Engine: 2.7 litre six

cylinder

Power: 275bhp

Torque: 290Nm

Gearbox: 7 speed PDK

transmission

Top speed: 164mph

0-62: 5.6 secs (5.4 with

Sports Chrono Package Plus

and launch control function) 

Fuel Consupmtion:

Urban 26.6mpg, 

Extra Urban 47.9mpg,

Combined 36.6mpg

CO2: 180g/km

Fast facts

https://twitter.com/robauchy
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opulence,
&luxury

Boatloads of 
By Margie Collins ego

Lifestyle

Admiring Christina O, Richard Burton, visiting with his wife Elizabeth
Taylor, remarked to her owner: "I don't think there is a man or woman on
earth who would not be seduced by the pure narcissism shamelessly

flaunted on this boat." The shipping tycoon Aristotle Onassis - dubbed the "golden
Greek with the Midas touch" - replied: "I have found that to be so." 

Named after his daughter, Christina O was not only an advertisement for
Onassis's massive shipping empire, a place for brokering and clinching business
deals, but also served as a seduction and trysting den, a draw for celebrities, rising
and fading historical figures. When he was the US Senator for Massachusetts, John
F Kennedy and his wife Jackie were also guests. "There is something provocative
about that lady," Ari said of Jackie. "She has a carnal soul." Five years after President
Kennedy's assassination, in 1963, Jackie became the third Mrs Onassis. 

Christina O achieved some notoriety for Ari's Bar, where Onassis - who gave
new meaning to the words "most upwardly mobile Greek since Icarus" and noted
for his legendary hospitality - teased female guests with the quip: "Madame, you are
sitting on the largest penis in the world." Ari's barstools were fashioned from the soft
and fine leather made from the foreskin of a Minke whale. "You could smash up a
$20,000 speedboat into pieces and not a word would be said, but spit on Christina's
deck and you were out of a job," said a crew member.

"For many years, I enjoyed the pleasures of cruising on my yacht all summer
long, and these were my best holidays," said Ivana, the former Mrs Donald Trump.
"In mid-May, we'd start in St Tropez. I'd collect my bikinis from my home there, and
then we'd go up to Cannes for the film festival, on to Monte Carlo for the Grand
Prix. And then to Italy."

1/
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If God himself made something
better, he kept it for himself

In the summer months, the chic-est harbours and marinas - Monte
Carlo, Puerto Banus, Porto Cervo, Capri, Portofino, Antibes - are
gridlocked with the longest, biggest, most beautiful yachts in the world,
until they elegantly slip off their moorings at the onset of winter, to
chase the days and lambent-moonlit nights that hold on to summer's
warmth, in other rich-men's playgrounds - the Seychelles, Antigua, St
Barts. Very Gatsby: like "girls wandering like moths among the
whisperings and the champagne and the stars. Drifting here and there
like rose petals."  

Until you can no longer afford to keep them. In 2012, as a way of
showing he was forgoing some of the extravagant trappings
surrounding the royal family, at a time of painful austerity for Spain and
his subjects, King Juan Carlos gave up his beloved E21m yacht, La
Fortuna. Jenson Button, the F1 McLaren driver, bought a 92ft
Sunseeker 28 in 2012 for £4.5m. "I haven't got the yacht anymore, " he
recently said. "The cost of running it was crazy, but it was so much fun
while I had it." Prince Jefri, the spendthrift brother of the Sultan of
Brunei, once had a yacht he called Tits, which had two tenders he called
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Nipple 1 and Nipple 2. When he upgraded, he commissioned a
162m superyacht, the work on which was suspended for lack of
funds, after falling out with his brother. It was eventually sold to
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid al-Maktoum, who promptly
named her after the glitzy emirate he rules - Dubai. 

Prince Charles would have had more reasons than others to
grieve the death in 2003 of his friend, the Greek shipping magnate
John Latsis. For years, Latsis generously provided Charles with
summer holidays spent aboard the 122m superyacht Alexander,
saving Charles the hundreds of thousands of pounds it cost others
to charter her for a fortnight. 

Paul Getty, the American industrialist, once said: "My yachts, I
suppose, were outstanding status symbols." For recession-proof
thrillionaires who reign and spend like modern-day Caesars, who
find little - if any - to covet in life anymore and whose names
regularly appear in Rich Lists and Cost of Living Extremely Well
index, their yachts are extensions of their fiefdoms; trophies of
their success, wealth or power. Supernovas dusted with
constellations of stars living in a different galaxy, they have the
kind of money that receives the warmest welcome anywhere in
the world. 

They buy a yacht, a superyacht, a megayacht, or sometimes
two, for sums requiring several mind-numbing commas. Or if
you're the Russian oligarch Roman Abramovich, you have a fleet
of five, some of them bigger than some countries' entire defence

arsenals. Thirty-one of the world's biggest yachts are owned by
Middle Easterners; 19 by Russians and 17 by Americans.

A sail or a motor yacht is a vessel about 10m long. In recent times,
the vessels grew longer, bigger and sleeker, spawning the superyacht,
which ranges from about 24m and over. According to the trade body
Superyacht UK, the superyacht industry, in Britain alone, expanded
with an increased revenue of 3.9%, to £460m, in 2013. At a party
conference, the Labour leader Ed Miliband made a joke, apropos his
mantra on the cost of living crisis in Britain: "They used to say a rising
tide lifted all boats. Now the rising tide just seems to lift the yachts."

The world's top builders - Azimut/Benetti; Blohm+Voss; Ferretti;
Lurssen (who built six of the world's top 10 biggest yachts); Feadship;
Christensen; Sunseeker - have healthy order books spanning years of
construction, opening up new markets to serve the uber-wealthy in the
Middle East, Eastern Europe, the Far East and China. In 2013, Poole-
based Sunseeker - Britain's largest luxury yachtmaker noted for "creating
yachts with film-star appeal" - was acquired by Beijing-based property
group Dalian Wanda. Glamorous Sunseeker yachts have featured in
Bond films including Quantum of Solace, The World is Not Enough
and Casino Royale. 

It takes armies of workers to make a yacht - naval architects,
surveyors, engineers,  technicians, craftsmen, builders, stylists. But it
is the designer who, conceptualising the singular uniqueness and
individuality of a yacht - is the heart and soul of the creative process;
the one who creates something that hasn't yet been done before, or
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ever; the one to challenge or restrain a would-be owner's excessive
and quixotic flights of fancy, but also the one to strike the avant to
end all gardes.

Only a handful of designers are associated with the yachts that
make international headline news - for their drop-dead gorgeousness,
their size and sphincter-busting price tag. Unsurprisingly, they are called
the "starchitects" of the industry - famously name-checked for the
brilliance of their designs, but also for their discretion.

Tim Heywood's design studio is based in Burley-on-the Hill,
Rutland, where some clients usually arrive for meetings by helicopter
on his lawn. An industrial design engineering graduate of London's
Central School of Art & Design, the award-winning Heywood joined
the prestigious design studio in Chelsea of Jon Bannenberg (aka the
'Bannenberg University of Great Yacht Design'), before striking out on
his own in 1996. His customers are a Who's Who of the rich and
famous and his iconic yacht designs (to name just a few: Carinthia VII,
Topaz, Al Mirqab, Radiant, Dilbar and the style icon Pelorus) have been
described as "redefining the top of the market." 

Pelorus, a 115m superyacht, was originally commissioned by a
Saudi Arabian potentate, who sold it to Chelsea FC owner Roman
Abramovich. "Pelorus was our first 'benchmark' yacht and will always be
special," Heywood told SMI. When Abramovich divorced his second
wife Irina, in 2009, he gave her Pelorus as part of their divorce settlement.
Two years later, she sold it to the American media mogul David Geffen,
for a reported $300m. (Geffen also owns the 138m Lurssen-built

superyacht Rising Sun, which features among others, a full-sized
basketball court.)

Inspired by a love of cars and boats, Heywood describes his design
philosophy as "ranging from feminine athleticism to hard, cutting-edge
modernism," a style that underpinned his latest creation, Event. "She has
just won a world superyacht award," he said.

"Our work is inspired by everything we see around us," Heywood
said. "From a beautiful, naturally formed river stone, to a Bugatti Atlantic
coupe, via the light cruiser HMS Belfast - all objects of desire that can
inspire and teach you something for the next design."

The conceptual stage, according to Heywood, can take from three
months to five years, "before we are able to present the design to yacht-
building yards for cost quotation. The build will normally take 35 to 54
months, depending on the size and complexity of the yacht." Heywood
regularly visits the yard during construction, monitoring design
drawings and supervising the build. Some clients, he said, are quite
hands-off in the design-brief process, "but as the project progresses,
realise what fun it is and become more hands-on."

Heywood's clients are, he said, "successful, demanding and stylish
men and women with a passion for what we do, a love of the sea and
travel, life afloat, and a desire for privacy. They are all extremely
knowledgeable about yachts and yachting, open to suggestions and
new concepts; most understand the construction and technology."

The 180m Lurssen-built Azzam, launched last year, is today the
biggest yacht afloat, longer than a Royal Navy destroyer, longer than 12
double-decker buses. Owned by Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed al-Nahyan,
president of the United Arab Emirates and emir of Abu Dhabi, Azzam
was built in the opulent fin-de-siecle Empire style; she knocked
Abramovich off his three-year reign as the owner of the world's biggest
yacht, the 163m Blohm+Voss-built Eclipse.

Cary Grant, the late Hollywood actor with debonair good looks,
used to say: "Everyone wants to be Cary Grant; I want to be Cary
Grant." Today's yachts, which seem to be bought and sold on a very
visceral, emotional basis, appear to be engaged in an arms race that only
exceptionally wealthy panjandrums can win. "Money can't buy you
happiness," said the writer David Lee Roth, "but it can buy you a yacht
big enough to pull up right alongside it."

"I'm very glad to say that there's a need for more yachts," said
Heywood. "There are still egos that want the biggest yachts, but I
think the 'bigger-than-yours' mentality is now long gone; I see a
move to more graceful, timeless yachts of moderate size - between
70 to 100 metres - with less 'swoopy-doopy' styling and restrained
beach-house style interiors. Now, a yacht is driven only by the
functions she needs to perform - how many guests to accommodate,
how many tenders, how big a spa and cinema, the gold and rococo
furniture, the helicopter pads."

Ah, yes, the gold, marble, teak, discos and helipads! The swimming
pool of Eclipse - said to be the largest on any yacht - can be raised to
transform it into a dance floor. Voted Motor Yacht of the Year in 2011,
Eclipse can accommodate three helicopters, three launch boats,
submarines. She is fitted with the most sophisticated intruder-detection
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gizmos, a German-built missile defence system, bulletproof windows
and a laser shield that blocks paparazzi prying.

The 155m Al Said, owned by Oman's Sultan Qaboos bin Said al-
Said, has a concert hall for a 50-strong orchestra. Prince Abdulaziz, the
147m yacht of King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia, has a fully-equipped
hospital , a mosque and surface-to-air missiles. Heywood's 133m Al
Mirqab - owned by the former prime minister of Qatar, Sheikh Hamad
bin Jassim Jaber al-Thani - won Superyachts Awards' Most Coveted
Motor Yacht of the Year in 2009 for its clean and elegant lines, attractive
fold-down terraces, gull-wing doors and hand-cut crystal panels; she is
said to be one of the most beautiful yachts afloat today.

One of today's hottest, most-watched young designers is 24-year-
old Henry Ward. A graduate of the University of Huddersfield with a
degree in transport design, Ward works for Falmouth-based Cockwells,
which designs and builds new boats (and restores old ones), yachts,
motor launches, pilot cutters and superyacht tenders. Ward's design, for
a 46ft £1.5m vessel, has the option of an overflowing seawater spa
encrusted with 240 carats of diamonds. It was bought in 2013 by the
French company Spire Boat, with whom Ward collaborates. Every time
a Spire Yacht 46 is made, Ward receives a royalty.  "At Henry Ward
Design - which I do in my spare time - I'm finishing a 6.5m runabout
boat and a 60ft trimaran for a client in Asia," Ward said to SMI.

"Yachts are getting bigger, and some are more bling than others,"
Ward said, "but I think  unique yachts with clever design that give
onboard guests the most memorable experience will be the yachts that
stand out from the rest."

Chris Wright, owner of a firm specialising in the sale and chartering
of yachts, recently told the FT: "Time spent aboard a large high-quality
yacht needs to offer not only a level of comfort and pleasure but also a
really adventurous experience impossible to find anywhere." You don't
have to buy them to enjoy their pleasures. Chartering is big business.
One of the most strikingly bodacious yachts in the world is 88m
Maltese Falcon, owned by IKOS hedge-fund founder, Elena

Ambrosiadou. Maltese Falcon, with  a
permanent crew of 24, including a
gourmet chef, can be chartered for
$540,000 a week. At £1.2m a week,
Eclipse, with a staff of 92, is currently the
most expensive charter.  

These vessels, with their great eclat,
are floating mansions, seven-star
superdeluxe hotels offering opulently
appointed guest suites and staterooms,
gyms and spas, beauty salons, bars and
dining rooms, discos and cinemas,
jacuzzis and swimming pools, children's
playrooms, libraries, conference and
meeting rooms, helipads, medical centres
and hospitals. Most superyachts these
days also boast a proliferation of gadgets,
luxury tender garages ("action stations")

crammed with Cougar powerboats, jetskis and jetlevs (next-generation
jetskis that allow one to fly), hovercraft, speedboats, and a slew of "water
toys" for windsurfing, diving, waterskiing and scuba diving. The 99m
Madame Gu has an onboard squash court; Hampshire II has a zipwire
and several courts for tennis, badminton and basketball. 

The design guru, Apple's Sir Jonathan Ive, once said: "It's very easy
to be different, but very difficult to be better." And with yachts, costs a
lot more.

Owning and running a boat has been likened to standing under a
cold shower tearing up fifty-pound notes. Running a yacht is not for
wage slaves or the weak of hearts. As a rule of thumb, superyachts cost
at least 10% of their purchase price in annual operating costs, which
could sink lesser men. The crew complement, in addition to the
owner's butler and personal staff, comprises the captain (who can earn
between $150,000 and $240,000 a year), chief engineer, first mate,
officer, engineers, bosun, deckhands, stewards (who can earn between
$1,000 - $6,000 a week) and chefs. The superyacht lifestyle kicks up a
gear during the summer months when the staff are joined by
watersports and personal trainers, beauticians and masseuses.

London-based Bespoke Bureau, a domestic recruitment agency for
ultra-high net-worth individuals who have townhouses, manor houses,
private jets and yachts to run, has a five-day superyacht interior training
course, which teaches would-be stewards and stewardesses good
housekeeping skills, etiquette, silver service, cheerful servility, ultimate
discretion and confidentiality. Annika, a trainer, tells her class: "If the
owners ask you to bring the moon in the sky to them, you work out a
way to do it." �
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1/ Topaz & Pelorus: Image courtesy of Peter Seyfferth/TheYachtPhoto.com

2/ Event: Image courtesy of Peter Seyfferth/TheYachtPhoto.com

3/ Tim Heywood

4/ Spire Yacht Night Render: Image courtesy of Henry Ward

5/ Henry Ward
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